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THE BG NEWS

ESTABLISHED 1920
A daily independent student press serving
the campus and surrounding community

Tuesday

October 23,2007
Volume 102, Issue 45

'Lizard lady' helps
alleviate reptile
anxiety
Eileen Underwood shares
snakes and other

Local man avoids death penalty
Craig Daniels Jr. pleads guilty to double homicide, burglary
Daniels Jr.
Given two life
sentences, plus 18
years in prison

cold-blooded creatures
with students on campus

| PageJ
Third video
released by Osama
Bin Laden
The terrorist leader
expresses his anger with
his followers' lack of
organization and

klucas, a defense attorne) fOI
Daniels, luo of (.istilliin's chil

Craig

By Tim Sampson
City Editor

A Bowling Green man pleaded
guilty yesterday t<> killing two
people and was sentenced to liftin prison without the possibility
oi parole.
(:raig I )aiiit-ls |r.. who had originally pleaded not guilty to the
murders of his ex girlfriend Alicia
CastlUon, 30, and her boyfriend
lohn C. Mitchell. 22, In March.
changed his plea in a deal that
allowed him io avoid lhi> death

dren were lathered by I laniels.

penalty.
Daniels and the victims' families agreed lo the plea bargain
in order lo spare t 'asiillon s four

ludge Reeve Kelsey of the Wood
County ((inn oi Common Pleas
showed mi leniency in following
the sentencing recommendations of prosecuting attorneys.
Daniels received two consecutive life sentences without posSibility ol parole tor the murders
ofCastillon and Mitt hell, lie also

received a combined in years in
prison toi two burglary charges
related to the murders.
At the hearing, assistant pros-

children who were in their mothers home on Parker Street ill the
time of the killings from having
lo testify ill a trial, said David

ecuting attorney I'aul Dohson
outlined the e\ idencethal would
have been presented against
Daniels had the case gone to
trial.
Daniels broke into Castillon's
home through the kitchen window ai around 3 a.m. on March
29, Dohson said. Fingerprints
matching Daniels were found on
Several windows where he tried
to break into the house.
Aftei entering the home,
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Many "Questions"
surround the
primary elections
Columnist Brian Kutzley
dicusses his concerns
about some of the
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presidential candidates'

By braving a shot, students can
save themselves from disease

approaches | Page 4

U.S. education
system leads
global progress

followed court
ray away I

MARCH 29
■

By David Houser
'

Effects of American
universities can be seen
all over the world writes
columnist Mwendah
M'Mailuma | Page 4

Study shows link
between alcohol
and cancer
The International Agency
for Research on Cancer
shows drinking alcohol
es chances of
getting canci | Page 10

Geter goes all the
way in Kent
The trestiman running
back ran for 203 yards in
22 carries, which is the
seventh-best performance
in school history | Page 8

Women's tennis
ends fall season
Seveial members traveled to Ann Arbor for
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Avoiding the flu is simple, if you're willing to face a
needle.
The alternative? Body aches, coughs, sneezes,
fevers, fatigue, irritated eyes, nasal congestion, nausea, vomiting, and of course, plenty of headaches.

Influenza is enough to affect your grades andacampus outbreak is enough to shut down the University,
said Dr. Glenn Egelman, head of Student Health
Services.
Luckily, there haven't been any reports of influenza
on campus yet this year and no influenza activity has
been reported in Ohio or Michigan.
Although some flu strains are projected for this
season, there isn't any way for doctors lo know what's
going to hit until it does, Egelman said.
To prepare for flu season, the Centers for Disease
Control and Invention are producing as many as
132 million doses of the vaccine for this flu season,
more than ever before.
Despite positive early predictions and preparations, Egelman said students should make a point to
get vaccinated.
hist year, Student I lealth Services vaccinated 1,2(K)
University students and staff but iigclman hopes the
number will be higher this year.
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Championships while

By Theresa Scott
Reporter

TODAY
A M. Showers
High: 60. Low: 44

J

Jf*A
TOMORROW
Partly Cloudy
High: 60, Low: 40

will it lx' green enough?
That's a question some students are asking about
a new building set to replace and expand upon the
L former Saddlemin' Student Services building.
IlieU'olfeU'ntcr.whichuillscrve.isthelIniversie. 's
collaborative art center, is expected to follow environmentally-conscious standards once it is completed.
The facility' will adhere to some standards but the
University will not seek I l-l;.l) certification because of costs associated with a LEED supervisor and certification, said lames McAnhur.
I litectot (it Itesign and(^instruction.
I J-.l'.l) certified buildings employ a number of techniques lo reduce
their environmental footprint. Reflective roofs, die use of recycled
materials and low-flow laboratories can reduce the amount of water
used by 30 percent. These are just some of the changes that can significantly reduce the buildings strain on the environment
While the Wolfe Center will follow some of these standards.
McArthur declined to say which would lie implemented because the

0

See BUILDING | PageS

percentage of the U. S.
population that gets the
flu
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Source* www.webmdcom, wnw.cdcgov. www.stdte.nj.us/health/flu
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HIGHER ED, BGSU
TAKE A BEATING
DISCUSSION

■,

Carlos Adams

By Dave Htrrcra

Former ethnic
studies instructor

■

"

offices. Theater Si Film Studies
classrooms, electronic recording
studio, collaborative vex I
;

■■

and a new student to. hi
GREEN SCHOOLS:
Universities withLEEl I
tered projects: SUNY Buffalo
— one certification
University of Michigan — one
Gold certified building
Arizona State University — 5
LEED certified buildings with
Gold and Platinum ratings
ranking from Gold certification
to Platinum
ILLUSTRATION BY ASHIEY KRUSO

A former University ethnic
studies professor delivered a
blistering attack against contemporary higher education
last night, saying it was con
trolled by a system that transformed students into profit
makers to further capitalism.
The speech was part of a
torrent of criticism against
the University, including one
student who described being
ordered to not broadcast a
radio show in support of the
Instructor, who was not rehired
lor this school year.
I In- instructor. Carlos
Adams, spoke to a crowd of

at BGSU

around 20 in the Union multipurpose loom during "No
lustice, No Peace: Ihe Fighl
for Critical Faculty ol t olot al
BGSU." a forum held by the
Committee Advancing Racial
Equality.
Adams described an atmosphere within universities that
is toxic toward faculty, especially ones of color, ami ideas
See ADAMS | Page 5
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In winter, humans tend to be indoors more and thus
have closer contact with each other, which makes it
easier for the virus to spread.

Center ivill

"Yes. It may have been
life changing."
| Page 4

JORDAN HOWER

LOOKING FOR CLUES

The virus may stay suspended in the air for
prolonged periods and thus infect others by being
inhaled. The virus droplets can also infect by
landing on sensitive body areas such as the eyes,
nose, or mouth.

I Building an environmenta
\ conscious replacement
Procedures and Appeals Board
'■U"n!', r

number of children who
have already died this
season

The virus survives for longer periods indoors in
winter because the relative humidity of indoor air is
very low. in comparison to the outside air.

■ Practice other good health Ivibit-.

LINDY BOBBIT

year on average

APRIL 16

^^a
mouth
y BK
I I ■ Stay home when you are sick and
tr- ••^^B,iE.
■
checkwith a health cate provider

INFORMATION COMPILED IY ASHUV FOGLE

number of people who
die from the flu every

Outbreaks occur more frequently in the winter
months. Many factors may play a role in this
seasonal pattern:

■ Cover your mouth and nose when
you sneeze or cough
■ Wash your hands often
■ Avoid touching your eyes, nose or

State I Page 8

number of people
hospitalized from the flu
every year on average

*

This season, make sure you...

others went to Ball

■
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FLU SEASON

See FLU | Page 2

the Midwest Regional
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BY THE NUMBERS
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DANIELS

traveled to his mother's home
near Canton. Ohio. The U.S.
Marshal's Fugitive Task force
From Page 1
apprehended Daniels six days
Daniels went to Castillon's licil after the murders, who had
room when' she and Mitchell had been biding in a hole under a
been sleeping and shot each of large pine tree on his mother's
them multiple times. As Daniels property.
The prosecution also pointleft the house, he passed by
Castillon's oldest daughter, Katie, ed out Daniel's long history of
who had been startled by the kill- violence against Castillon.
ings. She called Oil to report the
In 1999. Daniels was sentenced to three years in prison
shootings.
" Ihe horrendous nature of the for breaking into her home,
(i Ime is only exacerbated because beating her and holding a knife
the children were made to partici- loher throat.
pate by being in the house at the
Daniels was due to return
time." Dobson said.
to prison shortly before the
following the murders. Daniels murders for charges stemming
broke into an empty house a block from a December 200(> incident
away from Castillon's where he where he tied Castillon up and
watched police arrive at Ihe scene, threatened her with a knife.
Dobson said. An ashtray from
After Dobson finished outlinDaniel- truck wastotind insidelhe ing the case that would have
house.
been presented against Daniels,
After that, be left in his truck and members ol the victims' lam
dies were brought before the
court to make statements.
Mitchell's mother. Angel
lui pin. lought back sobs as she
told the court how close her son
and Castillon had been
"He bad so much love to give
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
and he wanted to be loved,"
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.
lurpin said "I le found that love

CORRECTION
POLICY

"The horrendous nature of the crime
is only exacerbated because the children
were made to participate by being
in the house at the time."
Paul Dobson | Assistant Prosecuting Attorney
with Alicia and her children.''
Castillon's mother, Kathy
Newlove. then addressed the
court! but focused most of
her comments specifically at
Daniels.
"The evil in your eyes, Craig,
was always so apparent,"
Newlove said. "Why didn't
Alicia see it sooner?"
Newlove agreed to the plea
bargain because she said Capitol punishment would he the
easy way out for Daniels.
"He needs to sit there in prison for the next 50 years and
think about what he's done,"
she said.
Since the murders, Newlove
has become an advocate for
victims of domestic violence.
She created the Organization
Alicia's Voice to provide the
necessary services to Wood
County women suffering from

abuse.
Daniels declined to make
any sort of statement in court,
but his attorneys said there
were several mitigating factors
that warranted life in prison
instead of the death penalty.
"This is not an exercise in
generosity by the state," Klucas
said.
Daniels' attorney said there
are a number of "red flags" in
his criminal history that should
have alerted authorities to the
fact that Daniels had mental
health issues.
But lurpin said any circumstances in Daniels' past could
not justify his crimes.
"Everyone has choices,"
lurpin. "1 don't care what happened, there are no excuses for
what he did."
HdiloriiiChiefUsnllalivrsmdl
contributed to mis report.

FLU
From Page 1
"Some students may not realize the significance of getting
sick with influenza, and I think
student's budgets are tight,"
Fgelman said.
It's important that students at
least consider getting the shot,
he said.
Many aren't.
Freshman Matt Rebman isn't
planning on getting vaccinated
because he's never gotten the
shot before and has never had "a
bad case of t he flu" before.
Senior Nicole Barrett said she
"normally never" gets vaccinations and so she doesn't plan on
getting it this year either.
Filth-year seniorGrace Khatib
said she doesn't believe it's necessary because she takes other
precautions to avoid influenza.
Meanwhile, other studentsarc
already making plans to do it.

Junior Lauren Brown said she
will get vaccinated back in h?r
home town in order "to not get
sick." She doesn't want to get her
new niece sick.
If a st udent wishes to get vaccinated, there are plenty of places
to get the shot. Students can get
vaccinated at the Student Health
Center on Ridge Street, but also
at Meijer on East Wooster Street,
Kroger on North Main Street and
Rite Aid on South Main Street.
Prices vary, but Student Health
Services offers the cheapest at
$22. Students can use their BG1
Card to pay at the health center.
To get even more students
vaccinated, health center nurses
will travel to multiple campus
locations to bring Ihe vaccinations closer to students.
A schedule for the mobile
service is posted on the Health
Center's Web site at www.bgsu.
edu/health. For more informadon,caD the health center at 3722271.

BLOTTER
FRIDAY
2:53 A.M.
Man reported to have
inappropriately touched a woman
in Founders Hall.
3:09 A.M.
Matthew J. Smith, of New
Bremen. Ohio, cited for
possession of less than 100 grams
of marijuana in Lot 6.
3:51 A.M.
Caller reported someone was
assaulted at an off-campus party.
The call was forwarded to city
police.
11:36 A.M.
Student reported the passenger
side window of her car parked in
Lot 12 was smashed out.
2:23 P.M.
Student reported his BGSU decal
was stolen from his girlfriend's
vehicle near Harshman.
4:18 P.M.
Complainant reported that a
man spit on her off of East Merry
Street
9:49 P.M.
Laptop reported stolen from
Rodgers.

SATURDAY
9:39 A.M.
Woman called to report a
University laptop had been stolen
from her Toledo home. She also
made a report with Toledo police
4 P.M.

Three signs reported stolen on
campus.

SUNDAY
12:12 A.M.
Student reported being assaulted
by her boyfriend in Sylvama. The
call was forwarded to Sylvania
police.
12:46 A.M.
Aaron E. Lewis of Detroit was
cited for drug trafficking in
McDonald East
1:40 A.M.
Computer crime reported in
Knescher Ashley. The incident is
under investigation.
1:53 A.M.
Resident adviser reported a man
took his wallet and ID. He told
police the man — one of his residents — confronted him at the
Union and punched him in the
face.
3:34 A.M.
Steven Jacob Cnspen of Bowling
Green was cited for underage
consumption in Founders.
9:38 PM.
Student reported to be threatening to harm himself. He was taken
to Wood County Hospital.
10:29 P.M.
Dorm resident reported receiving
an e-mail (hat indicated weapons
may be on campus. The report is
under investigation.

k

ONLINE: Go to bgnewscom for the
complete blotter list

CAMPUS
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CAMPUS
BRIEFS

Becoming a leader at the

Lizards
and snakes
squirm
on campus

University through active
involvement in organizations

Former University
professor dies at 75
Famer BGSU professor Enk F Graubart.
75. died Oct. 19 at St Luke's Hospital m
Toledo
Graubart was an assistant professor in the

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

'•liKNFWS

LIZARD LADY: Eileen Underwood shares the Uraversityowned reptiles with students

The lizard lady was in Kreischer
Complon-Darrow last night to
talk about the lizards from the
University's herpetarium.
Eileen Underwood, an associate professor in the biological sciences department, was
on hand to talk about the eight

different species of reptiles and
snakes that she and her volunteers brought along to show
students.
During the exhibition the students got the chance to touch,
pet and hold some of the animals that live on campus.
"Don't put a ball python
around your neck," said
Underwood about one of the

GET A LIFE

12-1 pm
Weight Watchers <s> Work

By Ryan Sullivan
Reporter

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Some event! taken from eveniibqiuedu

515 Union

8am -9pm. H2
The Chronology of Human
Relationships

5 - 6 pro.

207 Union

8:0G pm
Oceans in Space
112 Physical Sciences Building

8:00 p.m
Tuba/Euphonium Ensemble

515 Union

c d.m - II p.m.
Muslim Student
Association Prayer Room

6 -7pn
How to workshop: Pilates

204 Olscamp

508 Union

Violence and Art Rim
Series

See LIZARD | Page 5

RSA general assembly
meeting

FYSS-Good debt, bad
debt: The truth about
credit cards

130 Union

snakes being passed around. "If
they think they are falling they
tighten up, which will cut off
blood flow and oxygen to the
brain causing you to pass out.
We don't want that because you
might fall and hurt the snake."
The students laughed.
Underwood said that the

Moore Musical Arts Center

8-10 p.m.

6 - 8 p.rt
How to workshop: Curling

Greek Affairs/Greek Games

Ice Arena Lobby

8:15 p"i

101 Olscamp
: "

New Member Greek week

204 Fine Arts Building

9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Diane Pnbojan-Rabakpaintings

Smart Study Tables

101 Olscamp

Study lounge, Mac West and

9 pm

Bromfield Learning Center

Euchre Tournament

The Little Gallery, Union

228 Union

By Kristen Vasal
Reporter

Upon entering college, students are subjected to an
array of organizations just
waiting for their membership.
Through the continued support of the group, some students may develop into leaders and begin to take initiative in different organizations
as well.
For Undergraduate Student
Government Speaker (eremy
Lehman, involvement in a
number of campus groups
brought leadership and political interest early in his college
career.
Lehman's interest in campus organizations began with
his involvement in Alpha Tan
Omega, a fraternity founded
on Christian principles.
"When I first came to campus, I wanted to start a fraternity from the ground up,"
he said. "That fell through, so
I decided to join lAlpha Tall
Omegal."
Lehman joined the fraternity in October 2005 as a
freshman. At the time, it was
made up of only five members.
There are now 36.
"We worked hard to get
more guys to join, but we were
not 100 percent official according to national fraternities or
the University," Lehman said.

'-r^Mfcil
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Jeremy
Lehman
Stays involved with
several campus

Department of German and Russian at the
University from 1969 to 1974. He returned
to the University m 1982 and served as the
director of the Foreign Language Laboratory
until his retirement in 2001.
Graubart was bom Nov 1.1951 in

"Actually, Dec. 8 of this year
will mark the day we become
an official fraternity in their
eyes."
During his involvement
with Alpha Tau Omega,
Lehman served in a number
of different positions within
the fraternity.
"I worked as Ivice president! for a majority of the time
which really gave me a lot of
organizational experience,"
he said. "I would take ideas
that existed, mix them up and
make them my own."
After serving as vice president of the fraternity for two
years, Lehman began work as
the scholarship chair.
"He's a good worker and is
completely dedicated to the
fraternity," said trie Young,
the current president of Alpha
Tau Omega. "He makes sure
chapter is successful and
has worked hard setting up a
scholarship committee."
Ix'hman also worked as a
Chaplain whose main priority was to make sure everyone
involved with the fraternity

Innsbruck Austria and moved to the
United States in 1948 Graubart serwd in
the Korean War. where he was stationed in
Munich. Germany.
He received his PhD from UCLA and
in addition to teaching at the University.
he taught at the University of California
at Rrverside and the University of Illinois
Graubart also worked as a translator and for
a private company which built bridge expansion pints.
Graubart is survived by his wife. Renate.
and cousins in Germany and England.
A visitation wil be held tomorrow at
noon at the Witzler-Shank Funeral Home in
Perrysburg. followed by the funeral service
atl pm.

BGSU ranks 5th on best
business school list
The Urnerstys Colege of Business has been
lecogreed for the faith true in the Pnrreton
Bus«rarW«2CC8edtocfa "Best 290
Business Schools"
The Unrveratys MBA program was rated fifth
cut of the 10 schools recognzed fa offemg the
"greatest opportunity fa mronty student
Hie graduate program currently consists of
students from 16 countnes art) s» states and 56
percent are international students

See LEHMAN Page 5
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BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSI
AND EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC
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THE POWER OP LOVE'S ARROWS
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LIBRETTO BV GIOVANNI FAUSTINI
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SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

1
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P.M.

ALCOHOL AWARENESS WEEK
SUNDAY OCT. 21ST- SATURDAY THE 27TH
Stop by the Wellness Connection (170 Health Center)
to pick up your own alcohol poisoning informational magnet

P.M.

KOBACKER HALL
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER
TICKETS:

$10

STUDENTS/SENIORS

& $15

ADULTS

BOX OFFICE: 419-372-8171 OR I-BOO-5B9-2224
BOWLiSO 0»I IK O'K
COLLIO
ir MUSH
.0 F(LM
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BGSU.

ALCOHOL POISONING
SYMPTOMS
Person cannot be awakened.

FALCON F

Y WEEKEND

October 26-28, 2007
Lot

HM

OOOD TIMES roll along!

A Campus Wide Celebration
Be a part ol the BGSU EXPERIENCE. Falcon Family style'

We look lot ward to seeing you.

Q
Z

Some of the highlighted events include:
Friday, October 26th
Falcon Family Weekend BIO Show:

LU

Second City's Comedy Improv production
ONE NATION UNDER BLOG
8:00pm Anderson Arena (Memorial Hall)
Sponsored by BGSU Athletic and
University Activities Organization (UAO)

LU
LLI

Saturday, October 27th
Breakfast of Champions
8:00-11.00am 202 Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by the Center for Multicultural and Academic initiatives

Fun-on-Maln

>:

<

o
o
<

LL.

11:00-4:00pm Main Street Bowling Green
Downtown Expo
Sponsored by the Office of Campus Activities
and Main Street Bowling Green
Falcon Family Advisory Board Maating
2:00-3:30pm Sky Bank Room- BTSU
Falcon Waakand Walcoma Tant
3:00-6:00pm Meljer Tailgate Park,
Doyt Perry Stadium
Sponsored by the Office of Campus Activities
■OSU Football vs. Ohio Bobcats
6:00pm Doyt Perry Stadium

Sunday, October 28th
Family Waakand Brunch
11:00-1:00pm 202 A Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Cost: $13.00 for adults/students:
$6.50 for youth (12 and under)
Goodbye) Luncheon
12:00-2:00pm 308 Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Sponsored by the Black Student Union

www

IK)MI

ndu ollict's -..i t|i>tirwolved

();K]I> 13045.hlml

oi i ontacl the Ollice ol Campus Activities
.ii 419 372 ?343

Person has cold, clammy, pale or bluish skin.
Person has slow or irregular breathing.
Person is vomiting while passed out and does not wake up.

If any of these symptoms exist,

CALL 911 IMMEDIATELY!
If a friend is intoxicated, take ACTION:
Check for signs of alcohol poisoning.
Do not leave your friend alone.
Do not put your friend to bed to sleep it off.
Turn your friend on his/her side to prevent
choking in case of vomiting.
Remember it's "better to be safe than sorry"
so get your friend help! Call 911 immediately.
I PLEDGE
To make responsible decisions if I choose to drink.
To not drink and drive or allow my friends to drink and drive.
To watch out for my friends and their safety.
To call 911 if any indications of alcohol poisoning exist.
To not be angry if my friends seek help for me if I am in danger.

Wellness Connection & Coalition for BIG Choices
419.372.9355 or www.bgsu.edu/wellness
Adapted from BACCHUS and CHOICES

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
.{32 0717 • 445 E.Wposter.BowIlngGreen, OH 43412 • www.greenbriarrentals.coin
LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24'"

FORUM

"The evil in your eyes, Craig, was always so apparent.... Why didn't Alicia
See it SOOner? - Kattiy Newlove to Craig Daniels, who pleaded guilty yesterday to
murdering Newlove's daughter, Alicia Castillon. in March [see story, p. 1].
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PEOPLE IN THE USG OFFICE Doyouevergetflushots?[Seestory,p.1]
"No, I'm too

"I've only gotten one,

'I do get the shots,

"I do, but they give

immune."

and it was in high

but I still get the flu. I

me the flu"

school"

think it's just water or

[\
*J

Have your own take on
today's People On The

something."

OUR VIEW

they feel about nationalized health care or fixing
Social Security.
How about iran? NAFTA? Extraordinary rendition? Welfare? Abortion? The auto industry? You
get the point.
On one hand, neither candidate looks to be
particularly imaginative in their conservatism
— that is, we probably can guess how they'd vote
on all of these issues.
But who knows? And without having had a prolonged, detailed debate, we don't.
That detailed debate does not appear to be on
its way, and so apart from a few isolated olive
branches offerings, Latta and Buehrer should be
ashamed at how they have carried themselves
thus far.
And you wonder why college students are so
apathetic about politics?
Not only have they failed to discuss Ihe issues,
their bickering has drowned out the voice of the
other Republican candidates: Fred Pieper, Mark
Hollenbaugh and Mike Smitley.
Pieper, Hollenbaugh and Smitley have mercifully stayed out of this circus. Perhaps not coincidentally, none are professional politicians.
At this point, those voices might be a welcome
reprieve.
Send responses lo thenews@'bgnews.coin.

Questioning the questions that
dominate the presidential race
"If we are going to
elevate an individual
to arguably the most
The2008presidential primary
races seem to be filled with
"Questions." For instance,
(lhama's "black enough"
Question, Thompson's laziness
Question, Romney's Mormon

powerful office in
the world, I want to
know what he or she
will do with it."

question, Giuliani's family
Question and. through it all, not
a single valuable inquiry.
The first of these I came across
in the papers was the Obama
"black enough" Question.
Apparently Obama is being pressured by minority rights activists
who believe he somehow is not
sufficiently black to represent
their interests. It was not so long
ago when this same accusation was leveled against former
Secretary of State Colin Powell.
Hut I'owell had the good sense
to ignore these accusations and
continue to do the job for which
he was responsible. Obama,
on the other hand, alternates
between Iterating his critics
— claiming his upbringing does
not interfere with his capacity for
empathy — and spinning stories of how he is just like fellow
African-Americans.
This was a heart-breaking
story for me, as I genuinely liked

Obama prior to this debacle.
Before declaring his candidacy,
he gave amazing speeches on
how "'There is not a black
America and a white America,
there is the United States of
America." He seemed like the
candidate who could finally bury
the hatchet on U.S. race relations. But a few months later, he
has become more divisive than
any of his counterparts.
While Obama represents the
most visible of these ridiculous
"Questions," his is certainly
not the only campaign coming
under fire for all the wrong
reasons.
Thompson, an admittedly
late entrant, has been berated
for "the laziness Question." I
would pose the argument that
he is simply trying to be above
the campaign hack-n-slash, presenting himself as the rational,
virtuous candidate. Granted, I do

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenewsCSbgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall
Be sure to read the full submission guidelines
at the bottom of this page

THE BG NEWS
LISA HALVERSTADT, EDITOR IN CHIEF

not personally support him, but
I do find it interesting that I have
encountered a number of articles questioning his work ethic,
and only one — buried in a later
page — about his actual policy.
Turns out, Thompson has
some remarkable ideas on tax
policy. They are far too radical to
be endorsed, but is it not a little
scary such a dramatic stance (he
wishes to completely remove
federal income tax in favor of
dramatically higher sales tax)
gets lets attention than what
time he gets out of bed on a
given morning?
The "Questions" tagged to
Obama and Thompson are in
my opinion the worst, but similarly pointless nettles seem to
haunt most of the campaigns.
"Can Romney — as a Mormon
— win the evangelical Christian
vote?" "If Giuliani cannot keep
his family united, how can he
lead a country?"
While the Romney Question
is (tragically) a real concern for
Republicans, I have to wonder
how someone can honestly
believe that Giuliani's marital
status is somehow inherently
indicative of his potential for
leadership. If anyone wishes to
contend that point, consider this:
Would we assume, exclusively
on the basis of marital problems,
that a CEO or admiral somehow
lacked leadership skills? The
point is, even if I do not particularly admire a candidate's personal life, I still understand that
a family and a country are not
exactly congruent.
So I try not to complain unless
1 feel I can offer some kind of
solution. Here goes (disclaimer
this is mostly satirical):
First, ban all campaigns. Keep
debates, primarily because they
are the closest things we have to
political gladiator matches, and

feedback at bgrwwicom.

"Emphasis on freedom of thought and
expression, independence, participation
and the ultimate promise of a college
This p.tsi Saturday, I attended
a workshop on higher education in Ohio. The forum, "By
the People" was sponsored by
WBGU-PBS and the Center for
Regional Development at the
University.
Its focus was on changes and
challenges that currently face
higher education in Ohio, and
by extension the U.S. The same
forum was held at Kent State in
real time, making the two
interactive,
A number of issues piqued
my interest: Among other
things, there were concerns on
whether education is a public
good and if it is why it is so
commoditized. Participants
also wrestled with questions on
competitiveness, affordability
of college education and the
appropriateness and utility of
liberal education.
Other issues included state
support of higher education
and the concomitant decline
over the years; how available
resources could be better
focused to achieve maximum
efficiency and remuneration for
professors.
I was puzzled by the gloomy
outlook with which some
participants regarded higher
education in the U.S. Granted,
the world has experienced
phenomenal economic (and by
extension educational) growth

TOMORROW IN FORUM
Bicycles threaten pedestrians,
and cars threaten everyone
on campus, says Levi Joseph
Wonder
Columns from Sean Martin and
Jason Snead.
Subject to change

education are other ideals that make U.S
higher education alluring to many."
over the last three decades. This
growth (especially in countries
like China and India) can. if
regarded comparatively, make
the same development in the
U.S seem paler.
However, I believe, that the
U.S still remains the world's gold
standard for higher education.
From an international student's
perspective, I would say that a
U.S higher education is the envy
of a lot of snidents all over the
world.
This, I believe is infonned by
two factors: One, the U.S is not
only the world's leading economy (at least for now) but also
the global leader in security, science and technology (all those
Nobel prizes, research institutes
and think tanks!). The other reason is the liberal and strategic
orientation of higher education
in the U.S.
The world is (and has been)
experiencing an unprecedented
development as a result of
globalization. This growth I
dare say is predicated on westem (mainly U.S.) intellectual
thought. The liberal economic
policies and the burst of scientific and technological advancement can somehow be traced to
U.S institutions of higher education, research and think tanks.
For long, U.S. higher education has been the focal point of
innovation. It has remained at
the frontier of the development
of new knowledge due to a
focus on creativity and innovation. Fjnphasis on freedom of
thought and expression, independence, participation and the
ultimate promise of a college
education are other ideals that
make U.S. higher education
alluring to many.

This is not the case in many
other countries. Historically and
culturally, education for most
students in the east means (or
meant) acquiescence to, or the
fear of authority. Such authority
could be political or religious
but mostly political.
The long history of communism over tile eastern bloc
did not bode well for education
that tntly liberates the mind.
It is true that these countries,
including eastern Europe, China
and Russia still agonize over
these matters. The agony is
on how to conform to a more
Globalized world.
Other nations have educational systems that produce an
educated class that can only
do what has been conceptualized by others. This is mainly a
characteristic of countries with
recent colonial histories. This in
essence stymies innovation and
independent thought.
This is not limited to developing countries only. Europe,
including western Europe, also
appreciates ihe U.S. higher education model. It is not for nothing that the world's most highly
ranked schools are in the U.S.
Europe has already put
forth a framework to reform its
higher education, named the
Bologna Process. The framework is henchmarked on the
U.S. model. The process hopes
to create a European Higher
Education Area by 2010.
Asia, especially China, Hong
Kong and India have also borrowed heavily from the U.S.
high education system. This
has enabled these countries to
transition education to be more
See MWENDAH | Page 10
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The strengths remain in
American higher education

A sad sight at the GOP
You have to wonder whether it would have
been better had Stephen Colbert joined
the filth district Congressional race here
than the presidential race. After all, Ihe two main
Republican candidates' performances to date
have been laughable.
lor weeks now, we ve watched the barbs and
accusations fly between State Rep. Bob Latta,
R-Bowling Green, and State Sen. Steve Buehrer,
R-Delta, as they contend for the Republican nomination lor December's special Congressional
election.
I atta accuses liuehrcrof running a misleading
advertisement, then of getting his personal life
Involved in the race. Buehrer says Latta supported a lew tax Increases in recent years (including
some Buehrer forgets to mention his own support
Ini 1.1 atta says Buehrer doesn't support prayer in
schools. Buehrer says l.atta ignores the record.
Then. Washington muckrakers like Club for
Growth come lo throw gasoline on the flames,
and we don't see anybody sending them away.
And what have we learned? Roughly, that both
candidates are conservatives who don't like taxes
and want the leu Commandments posted in
schools.
Tell us something wedidn't know.
For example, we don't know a lot about
whether they'd he willing to challenge the Bush
administration's plan in Iraq. We don't know how
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animals'were on loan to the
University and were being used
for research in the classroom.
Senior lerrod Shipman is a volunteer for the hcrpetarium and
helps put on the demonstrations.
"|My favorite part is| coming out
and doing the demos," Shipman
said. "Taking people who are completely afraid and by the end of the
demo, they are holding them."
Shipman said the average volunteer spends between three
to five hours per week in the
I lerpetarium and that he hasdone
10 demos so far this year.
After being shown off to the
crowd, the reptiles were allowed
to run around in the center of the

KCD activity room, allowing those

snakes and reptiles because her
son has asthma and those were
the only types of pels allowed
around (he house.
She eventually got acorn snake
and brought it to the University
for research and class use,
Before long, she bought three
more corn snakes (o demonstrate the genetic differences
present in the snakes as evident
from their different colors to the
snakes.
Now, the herpetarium is home
to more than 20 different species
of both snakes and lizards.
Freshman
Nick
Weissenberger, who attended
the event, said he has always
been interested in snakes and
lizards,
"I liked being able to interact with the animals and hold
them," Weissenberger said.

in attendance a chance to play
with them.
The snakes had to be put back
away because people in (he room
were still afraid of them.
Underwood said even though
(here is a "no cons(ric(or ordinance" in (he city of Bowling
Green, the University is allowed to
haw them because they are used
for research and education.
What the University does not
have is a venomous snake. Even
though the school is exempt from
that city ban as well, most of the
snake care is done by Students
and poisonous snakes bring KM)
many risks. I Indcrwood said.
Because of the amount of work
needed to care for the animals,
such as feeding (hem and cleaning (heir cage, the department
does most of the work through

Hreshman Lauren Mickens
also attended the lizard lady's
presentation.
"My favorite thing was the
biggest snake," Mickens said.
"Being able to hold a snake that
was, like, half my weight."
The presentation last night
was put on by KCD's Believe It or
Not series.
The program is three years
old, KCD resident adviser Tony
Klever said, adding that all resident advisers are required to put
on one event per semester.
Although the events are held
in the residence halls, they are
open (o everyone and more
information can be found on the
University's calendar of events
on the Web site.
Underwood will repeat her
presentation on Monday at 7:30
p.m. in Hodgers Quadrangle.

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS

-• BG Nf WS

volunteers, she sakL
Underwood originally got Into

DON'T FEAR THE REPTILES: Students watch a beaidod dragon l«ard exchange
hands dining an event held in [he Darrow activity loom last night

LEHMAN

ing his freshman year at the
University, The PLA which is a
four-year program for students
who are dedicated to developing leadership skills, accepts ;)0
Students a year from different
geographic locations.
"Jeremy wouldn't be where
he is today without the PI A,"
Lehman's father lay said. Thai
group has given him the exposure and the contacts that an
average college Student just
doesn't have."
Through the academy,
I ehman has come to know
the Kiheaus personally, as well
as the president of the 1 atinn
Student Union. USG President
Minnie I., l.ewisand members
of the University spirit group
SIC SIC.
The PLA gives you that support structure thai not everybody has.'' I I'hman said. "It has
given me the chance to learn
about leadership through the
different people I have met."
Lehman has used the lead
ership skills given to him
through the PLA in order lo
benefit USG.
lie determines the course
of new legislation and creates

From Page 3

not along.
"Making sure thai people
worked together really benefited me." he said. "I would pull
things I learned from Alt) and
make them work inside USG."
As the speaker for USG, it is

Lehman's responsibility to tun
l he general assembly meet i tigs.

He also serves as the governing
authority over all USG internal

committees,
"Sometimes disagreements
will break out among USG sen
amis within internal committees." Lehman said. "I just use
the same techniques I used as
chaplain to settle everything
down and gel moving again."
Although I.chman's Involvement with USG and ATO comprise a large chunk of his life,
lie still manages to find lime
for oilier organizations as well.
Lehman
joined
the
President's
Leadership
Academy, which was founded in 1997 by University
President Sidney Ribeau, dur-

the agenda for every regularly
scheduled USG meeting, which
he manages through skills
learned from the President's
Leadership Academy.
Although he sees "the academy as a blessing." Lehman
mentioned he almost was not
included in the organization.
"I was actually on the wailing lisl because a couple of
things didn't work out when 1
firsl came lo Bowling Green,"
he said. "I originally didn't
intend to get involved with the
PI .A. but 1 in real ly grateful thai
tilings worked out the way they
did."
I .eh man's fat her. who agreed
with his son concerning the
benefits of his contacts within
the PLA. feels that his leadership positions within the organizations he has joined will
ultimately work to serve him
later In life.
Mis work within the PLA
and his fraternity will open a
whole lot of doors for him later
on." he said. "The contacts he
has made ai school will go with
him when he leaves Bowling
Green and you simply cannot
put a dollar sign on that."
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"The university

ADAMS

is no more

From Page 1

that challenge established
Structures and hierarchies.
"[Faculty] find themselves
marginalized, delegitimized
and dehumanized on campus," Adams said.
That system is dominated
by a hierarchy of president,
provost, deans and chairs who
actively work to keep the system working in their favor.
"The university is no more
democratic than a corporation," Adams said.
He drew heavily on Paulo
l-'rcirc, a Brazilian education
theorist, lo argue against a
"banking" system of education — teachers lake control
of a subject, Students passively
absorb and regurgitate information — he said was prevalent
The result, Adams said, are
Students who are "non-questioning, next generation of
workers with (he skills lo produce profit for the net generation ol capitalism."
Simply bringing in nondominant views to fix the
problem is not enough, Adams
said.
Critical faculty encourage
Students to critically reflect on
thejr ideas, activism and even
everyday words they speak.
"Without this, il remains a
banking concept of education,
no matter what's being brought
into (he classroom," he said.
Adams argued critical faculty "seek to end the contradiction between student and
teacher," where both should
be actively learning from each
other.
He said they need lo move
past accepted definitions of
"love." "tolerance" and "humility" into discussing how those
views Oppress groups in society.
Ttsaboui movement toward •
an egalitarian coexistence," he
said.
Adams was at the center of
controversy this past summer
when a group of Students and
community members protested the University's decision to
not offer him a new COM ran
That group, justice for Carlos
Adams at BGS1I. said the decision was racially motivated,
ignored scores of student

fr<

BUILDING
From Page 1

democratic than a
corporation."
Carlos Adams | Former instructor

evaluations thai were enthusiastic about Adams's teaching
and ultimately reflected the
administration's fear of critical
faculty of color.
Three members of the commitiee spoke after Adams
and again denounced the
University and Timothy
Messcr-Kruse. the ethnic studies chair whose 200<i hiring
Adams opposed.
Hie audience was smaller
than CARE expected, having
sel up close to 90 seals, hut was
vocal and highly supportive.
(me alumna said she and her
husband had slopped donating
to the University after hearing of the decision to not oiler

Adams a new contract.
Sophomore Richard Ehrbar,

operations manager al WBGU
l-'M. the campus radio station,
described his attempt last
summer lo broadcast shows
about Adams's situation featuring members of the lustice

committee.
He broadcast one show and
planned a second, he said,
when he received a call from
"an individual" who ordered

him to cease, threatening to
fire Ehrbar if he refused.
"Still to this day I am just as
bitter about that," Ehrbar said.
Ehrbar was eventually given
permission lo broadcast the
second show, as well as future
events the committee held.
The committee had mentioned the incident previous
ly, but never using Lhrbar's
name.
ITn bar said he had been nervous lo discuss the situation
in public for fear of retaliation
until hearing the panel members' testimonials last night.
"I'm done being quiet as far
as that's concerned." he said.
"I say that in knowing I'm not
alone, so if retaliatory action is
taken against me for speaking,
I know I'm not alone.
"It feels good to talk about
this.fin.illv. It does."

project is halted. In an Interview
yesterday, he also declined to comment on the reason for the break in
construction.
"Uc will follow as many standards as possible but it (the
Wolfe Center) WOTrt be certified,"
McArthur said.
This decision lias been disappointing lo nienilx-rs of the campus Environmental Action Group,
group president la/mine Bennel
said.
I think il is kind of a cop-out
ili.ii they will follow some standards
but no) others," she said. "Maybe
the) gel lo say they are following
Standards hut they are missing the
mi'si important ones."
Growing interest in the environment has created a push for
"greener "campuses.
The University of Cincinnati is
the only ()hio college to earn I J-I-l)
certification, With three certified
buildings, according to the US
Green Building Council. Arizona
Slate University is ranked among
one of the few institutions to gain
die rank of "platinum" certification. Hay Tena, associate director
of engineering at ASU, argues even
though the costs of LULI) certification are initially higher, the savings
of energy "ill outweigh the disadvantages of the price.
"We obviously save on our
utility bill and we help the environment by reducing our carbon
imprint," Tena said.
"ihe benefit is significant, we
build our buildings lo last lot
10(1 years so ihe better we build
them and the more sustainable
they are. the better it is for the
university In the end."
Ben net is hoping ihai the university will join ihe ranks of the
universities who have already
obtained LEED certification.
"I think if we were certified
il could be such a huge step
toward progress and il could
be an amazing opportunity to
highlight BG." Bennetsaid.
Bui McArthur said the decision must come from University
administrators.
We will always he prepared to
seek certification but it needs to
come down from the University,"
he said. "I think it Is just a mailer
of time and progression before
we are ordered to Imild something that will be certified."
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Students who drink don't
choose a designated driver.
TRUTH

75% of BGSU students who drink
choose a designated driver.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Wousttr Sired. BUM ling (Jrcen. OH
Located Across From Tuco Hell.
RENTAL OFFICE 1419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday lo Friday 8:30- lo 5:30 • Saturday • 8:30 lo 5:00
W M M.johniH'H lll\ i It .lit vl .lh ,1 "111

Required Student Insurance Program
Spring 2008
Open Enrollment starts October 23, 2007
What you need to do!!

'

• If you have already waived out of Ihe BGSU-offered Student Insurance
for Ihis year, you don't need to do anything at this time
• If you have not completed the Student Insurance process and are
a domestic student registered for 8 or more credit hours on main
campus, go to your MyBGSU web page and select Student Insurance
Requirement.
• If you are an international student or you are unsure of what you need to
do. visit the Student Insurance Office at Room 134 of the Health Center
Building for assistance.
• You will need your insurance card to complete the waiver form, if you do
not want to be enrolled in the student plan.

• If not waived by January 22. 2008 the Charge of S738 for Ihe Spring/
Summer coverage under Ihe BGSU-offered Student Insurance Plan will
be permanently placed on your Bursar Account
Student Insurance Office Room 134, Health Center Building
(419) 372-7495 - Fax (419) 372-4812 www.bgsu.edu/studentinsurance

Fall 2006 ACHA Health Assessment Survey
I iiniltil In the Dcpt. "I I iliu .iiinii
llighei I (Ideation Center and the
MtiMI Wellnessl onncctioil
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San Diego engulfed by flames
Dry southern California is destroyed by unexpected wildfires
By Allison Hoffman and
Gillian Flaccus
The Associated Press

"We have more houses burning than we have
people and engine companies to fight them."

SAN DIEGO — Wildfires fanned
LIM Bldke | Sdn Diego Fire Captain
by fierce desert winds consumed
huge swaths of bone-dry Southern Diego Fire Captain Lisa Blake said. have burned across the region.
(jalifbrnia yesterday, burning doz- "A lot of people are going to lose
Warm temperatures and strong
ens of buildings and threatening their homes today."
winds created "dramatically
hundreds more from Malihu to
Nearly 250,000 people were worse" conditions overnight as
San Diego, including a jail, a hns
forced to flee in San I )iego County flames shot 200 feet high, said Bill
pita! and nursing homes.
alone, where hundreds of patients Metcalf, chief of the North County
More than a dozen wildfires were being moved by school bus hire Protection District.
had engulfed the region, killing and ambulance from a hospiIn Orange County, a 1,04981 least one person, injuring doz- tal and nursing homes, sheriff's inmate jail was being evacuated
ens more and forcing hundreds spokeswoman Susan Knausssaid. because of heavy smoke, sheriffs
of thousands of evacuations.
About a dozen blazes erupted spokesman Inn Amormino said.
Overwhelmed firefighters said over the weekend, feeding on Inmates were being bused to
they lacked the resources to pro- drought-parched land from the another facility in Irvine.
high desert to the Pacific Ocean.
led property.
AHSan Diego Pol ice Department
We have more houses burning ()ne person was killed and several officers and off duty detectives
than we have people and engine injured in a fire near the Mexican were ordered to return to work to
companies to light (hem," San border, and do/ens of structures help with evacuations.

DENIS POROV

AP PHOTO

RING OF FIRE: A San Diego police officer runs between houses while looking for people to evacuate in the community ol Rancho
Bernardo. San Diego. Calif on Monday.

College Board: Tuitions raise
rapidly once again
By Justin Pnpr

"Surely. the day will

The Associated Press

AUX BRANDON

WADING: Steve Kendtick walks through the water in front of his home in the uptown area ol New Orleans on Monday

Heavy rains threaten New Orleans' flood wal s
By Cain Burdcau
The Associated Press

schools also closed. People were
asked to stay indoors until the
Hood potential subsided. More
NEW ORLEANS — The Army rain was expected overnight.
Corps of Engineers closed a gate
The I larvey Canal in Jefferson
on a suburban canal as heavy Parish was one of several in the
rains lashed the flood-prone city, area placed under new safety
raising fears that dimbing waters guidelines after Hurricane
threatened the walls holding katrina's flood waters breached
two New Orleans canals in
them back.
After more than 8 inches of August 200!). causing catastrophrain fell on parts of New Orleans ic flooding.
The corps has worked to
by late afternoon, Mayor Ray
Nagin shut City Hall early, and strengthen the canal, about five

miles from downtown, but engineers worried that water being
driven into it might lead to flooding. The area around the canal
includes homes and businesses.
Engineers want to be sure
"that we don't put pressure" on
the flood walls, said Amanda
(ones, a corps spokeswoman.
Water accumulated quickly
in some older neighborhoods,
a reminder of the city's vulnerability to storms and reliance on
a complicated system of pumps

and canals for drainage.
Water nearly got into the
Prytania Theater in the Uptown
neighborhood, a cultural icon
and favorite refuge for Ignatius
|. Rt'illy. the antihero in lobn
Kennedy Toole's novel "A
Confederacy of Dunces." said
Eric Rainstcad. the theater's
manager.
Despite the flooding potential, the rain also offered relief
to parts of Louisiana that have
been abnormally dry.

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

St.

Ift

Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
LOG ON TODAY TO;
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

The price of college again rose come - soon - when
faster than the inflation rate this
parents say enough
year, climbing6.6percent at fouryear public schools and outstripis enough."
ping increases in the financial
aid that lowers what most stuJames Boyie | President
dents actually pay.
The latest increases, reported maced and borne the high price
Monday by the College Board, of college becausethey presumed
bring the average list price of that a higher education is key to
four-year public universities to their child's success in today's
$6,185 this year, up S381 from economy.'' said lames Boyle,
2006-2007. At four-year private president of the group College
colleges, tuition and fees rose 6.3 Parents of America, in a statement on the report. "Surely, the
percent to $23,712.
Public two-year colleges, day will come — soon — when
which educate about half of parents say enough is enough."
The published price is not the
American college students, again
got the best marks for keeping real price for many students,
a lid on price increases. Their thanks to financial aid, but the
average price rose 4.2 percent to net priii' is rising too. On aver$2,361. Accounting for aid. their age, accounting for grants and
average net cost is only $3211 per tax breaks, the net price for fulltime students at four-year public
year.
"For too long, parents have gri- universities Ibis year is $2,580.

Gluttony, a deadly sin, not worth
addressing in public service ads
By Mikr Stobb.
The Associated Press
ATLANTA — Drunks swimming
in gin, smokers in body bags and
dopers living with their parents
deep into adulthood. Those are
among the public service ads
shown in the past.
Hut the government's new
batch of obesity spots declines
even to show a fat person, let
alone wag a finger for gluttony
or sloth.
No one is advocating public
service announcements that
ridicule fat people; experts say
such spots would do more harm
than good. But critics complain
that the three new spots premiering this month are a wimpy
attack on the costly and deadly
explosion of obesity in America.
"It's so namby-pamby I think
people will shrug it off," said
Michael lacobson of the Center
for Science in the Public Interest,

CAMOSOSOmO

a Washington-based advocacy
organization.
The three new spots are the
latest in a series created by
the Ad Council and the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, which try to
tackle the nation's obesity problem with ads that encourage
healthy snacking and taking the
stairs.
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Where else can you get all of your housing
questions answered at one time!
TUESDAY, NOV. 6
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Grand Ballroom 10:30-2:30

2008/2009 Listings Now Available!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg.com

HP PHOTO

DEATH FOOD: Fast food french lues are
photographed in SoutMeM. Midi

Check the BG News out everyday
to see why fellow students are talking
about the upcoming Housing Fair
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
offcampus@bgsu.edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/offcampus.
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No peace in the Middle East
Third bin Laden tape of the
year displays his growing
dissatisfation with followers

4
6
1
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AP PHOTO

The Associated Press

AL-QAIDA: This undated photo shows

BehavloralXonnections

BAGHDAD — The U.S.
military said its forces
killed an estimated 49 militants during a dawn raid to
capture an Iranian-linked
militia chief in Baghdad's
Sadr City enclave, one of
the highest tolls for a single
operation since President
Bush declared an end to
active combat in 2003.
Iraqi police and hospital
officials, who often overstate
casualties, reported only
15 deaths including three
children. Iraqi government
spokesman Ali al-Dabbagh
said all the dead were
civilians.
Al-Dabbagh said on CNN
that Prime Minister Nouri
al-Maliki, a Shiite, had met
with the U.S. commander in
Iraq, Gen. David Petraeus,
to protest the action.
Associated Press photos showed the bodies of
two toddlers, one with a
gouged face, swaddled in
blankets on a morgue floor.
Their shirts were pulled up,
exposing their abdomens,
and a diaper showed above
the waistband of one boy's
shorts. Relatives said the
children were killed when
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Convenient locations in
Perrysburg and Bowling Green

419-352-5387 • 419-872-2419
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so that every row, column
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China president Hu thanks
people after reinstatement
By Charles Hutiler
The Associated Press

BEIJING — In his characteristically low-key fashion. President
Hu lintao has put his stamp on
China's direction, sidelined key
rivals, taken over as head of the
military and emerged as preeminent leader after months of
infighting.
In an address yesterday after
being re-anointed as Communist
Party leader, Hu struck a typically
humble note, thanking ordinary
Chinese for their confidence
wh i le never ment ion i ng t he bru ising effort that brought him the

crowning moment.
In the past five years. "Hu was
certainly first among equals. Now
there are no such clear equals,"
said Cheng Li. a watcher of elite
Chinese politics at Washington's
Brookings Institution. "Hu lintao
is doing very well."
Hu's victory was far from unconditional. With the toweringfigures
of the communist revolution long
gone, no Chinese leader commands respect across the party,
government, military and society
at large to rule single-handedly.
Rather the party's top ranks must
manage collectively, fashioning
consensus and coalitions.

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!
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Comprehensive
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Services
Including
•Evaluations 'Dill Programs
•Chemical Dependency Programs
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helicopter gunfire hit their
house as they slept.
The Iraqi officials said 52
were wounded in the raid
on the sprawling district.
The U.S. military said it
was not aware of any civilian
casualties, and the discrepancy in the death tolls and
accounts of what happened
could not be reconciled.
The raid on the dangerous
Shiite slum was aimed at
capturing an alleged rogue
militia chief, one of thousands of fighters who have
broken with Muqtada alSadr's mainstream Mahdi
Army. The military did not
say if the man was captured.
He was also not named.
The Shiite cleric has
ordered gunmen loyal to
him to put down their arms.
But thousands of followers dissatisfied with being
taken out of the fight have
formed a loose confederation armed and trained by
Iran.
The U.S. operation was
the latest in a series that
have produced significant death tolls, including civilians, as American
forces increasingly take
the fight to Sunni insurgents, al-Qaida militants
and Shiite militiamen.

By Steven R. Hunt
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ajaf civilians killed during
American raid; highest toll
since end to active combat
AP PHOTO
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Baghdad by US. troops, is prepared to be washed for burial in Najaf.

International Studies, said bin
Laden's underlying message
appeared to be aimed at alQaida in Iraq—"that al-Qaida
needs to be less arrogant and
moderate its conduct."
Cordesman pointed to alQaida in Iraq's attempts to
impose Taliban-like Islamic
laws in some areas it controlled as well as its killings of rival tribal figures,
actions that alienated some
Sunni Arabs and led them to
join a movement opposing
al-Qaida.
To showcase the success
of that tribal alliance, the
U.S. military planned what it
called a "unification parade"
in Ramadi, the Anbar provincial capital, on Tuesday.
Maj. Lee Peters, a military
spokesman for the area, said
security would be increased
to protect the celebration. It
was to include at least 200
Sunni sheiks and hundreds
of other dignitaries to commemorate Sheik Abdul-Sattar
Abu Risha, the founder of
the anti-al-Qaida group who
was assassinated by a bomb
Sept. 13.
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SHtlTE TERRITORY: The body of Wisam Khalil. 55. who was lulled « a raid in

Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan.

3
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By Kim Ganwl
The Associated Press

BAGHDAD — Osama bin
Laden scolded his al-Qaida
followers in Iraq and other
insurgents yesterday, saying they have "been lax" for
failing to overcome fanatical
tribal loyalties and unite in
the fight against U.S. troops.
The message of his new
audiotape reflected the
growing disarray among
Iraq's Sunni Arab insurgents
and bin Laden's client group
in the country, both of which
are facing heavy U.S. military pressure and an uprising
among Sunni tribesmen.
In the brief tape played
on Al-Jazeera television, the
terrorist leader urged militants to "beware of division...
The Muslim work! is waiting
for you to gather under one
banner."
Heused the word "ta'assub"
— "fanaticism" — to chastise
insurgents for putting their
allegiance to tribe or radical
organization above the larger
fight to overcome American
forces.
While the authenticity of
the tape could not be verified
immediately, the voice resembled that of bin Uden in previous messages. U.S. officials
in Washington said analysts
were still studying the tape.
Al-Jazeera did not say how it
got the tape, which was bin
Laden's third this year.
"My mujahedeen brothers in Iraq, you are a people
worthy of praise and flattery.
You've done well to carry out
a glorious duty by fighting the
enemy. But some of you haw
lagged behind in carrying out
another glorious duty, which
Is to unite as one — as God
wants," bin Laden said.
Anthony Cordesman, a terroranalystfortheWashingtonbased Center for Strategic and
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Serves as prep band to selected basketoaii and hockey games doing tre
2007 2006 season
Auditions will be Sunday, October 26 S>gn up (or an audition time and p«ck up
music starting Wednesday. October 24 it the Band Office (room 1010 Muvcal Arts)
Students selected to perform with the Athletic Bands will receive a small stipend
for their participation in the 2007 - 2006 season as well as one course credit in
the spring semester.
Rehearsals are
Tnurs..Nov8
9:00- 11:00 PM
Sun.Novll
6 30 -9 00 PM
Mon.Nov. 19
8:00- 10:30 PM

@

THE INFORMATION DESK

Bowen-Thompson

Student Union

...and don't miss the valuable coupons inside!

Rehearsals will be he'd m Kelly Hall (Room 10)2) m the Moore Musical Arts Center
If you have further questions, contact the Band Office at 372-2186
If selected, attendance at all rehearsals and performances is required Performance
schedule will be available at the first rehearsal
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WiNTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
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Preferred
Properties Co.

i

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:
• Haven House Manor
• Mini Mall Apis.(downtown)
• Fox Run Apts.
• Triplex
• Piedmont "Newly Renovation" • Houses
• Updated Birchwood
- small pets allowed
. „
see our website or
cal
call for more details

SHUNS
IEIIIIMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8:00 - 5:00
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

Winthrop & Summit Terrace

PROPERTY*

PROPERTY 0

PROPERTYC

2 Bed /I Bath

4bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/1.5 bath

»ol Roomates

®

4

4

3

Rent

$570($285 each)

$1196 ($299 each)

$1292($323 each)

$900($300 each)

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

$114

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

$0

$120

Included w/Electric

$0

$0

$0

$44

$0

$44

Trash

so
so

Basic Cable

S44

Water

(As
mar
mmuur
•on?

UHNIIIES
Apartment Size

I

Internet

so

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Charge

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

YOJ

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Pei Month

$634($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

S1642 (S403 each)

Security Deposit

$2001*100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323each)

■

ihlm an based on .i narkd

$1203 ($401 each)
\

$500 ($16/each)

K
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Fewer Roi animates , More Privacy, Better Price!
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II

Winthu i| i
it 1. iy f l< n it 5

/** Summit Terrai a P pts'Olfice 400 E Napoleon Fid • 419 $52.9135
12-3* www wini hropterrar. <> com • email us wtnthroj>@yerdenich com
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San Diego engulfed by flames
lestroyed by unexpected wildfires
By Allison Hoffman and
Gillian Flaccus

"We have more houses burning than we have
people and engine companies to fight them."

s\\ nil I.II
Wildfires faniuil
■ descrl winds consumed
liugeswalhsofhone dry Southern
i alifiirnia yesterday, burning dozens dl buddings .mil threatening
hundreds more from Vtalibu to
Sun Diego, ini hiding .1 jail, .1 bos
pital and nursing homes.
More than .1 dozen wildfires
had engulfed the region, killing
.11 leasi one |X'rson. injuring doz
ens more and forcing hundreds
11I thousands ol evactialions.
Overwhelmed firefighters said
the) lai ked die resources in pro
in 1 property
We haw more houses binning
than ive havi people and engine
companies in light then
Si 1

I liego I ire< aptain I isa Blake said
\ I11I ol people art' going in lose
theii homes today."
Nearly 250,000 people were
inn nl to flee in San Diego County
.ill inc. where hundreds of patients
were being moved In school fins
and ambulance bum ,1 hospi
1.1I and nursing homes, sheriff's
spokeswoman Susan Knausssaid.
\hoiii a dozen blazes erupted
ovei ilif weekend, feeding on
drought pinched land from the
high desert to the Pacific Ocean.
1 hie person was killed and several
injured ma fire near the Mexican
border, ami dozens nl structures

have binned across the region.
Warm temperatures and sirong
winds created
"dramatically
worse" conditions overnight as
flames shot 200 feel high, said Bill
Metcalf. chief of the North County
I ire Protection District.
In Orange County, a 1,049inmate jail was being evacuated
because of heavy smoke, sheriffs
spokesman lim Amormino said.
Inmates were being bused 10
another facility in Irvine.
\IISan Diego Pol Ice Department
officers anil oil duty detectives
were ordered 10 return 10 work to
help with evacuations.

0CNISP0B0Y

RING OF FIRE:

'. '

: otween houses ivlnle looking lor people I, •
". nday

College Board: Tuitions raise
rapidly once again
By Justin Pope
11',' A .

ALIX BRANDON

'

WADING

eavy rains threaten New Orleans flood walls
By Cain Burdeau

\IU ORI.I \\s
I he Utny
I orps nl I iigincers closed a gale
*ni a suburban 1 anal as hca\\
rains lashnl the flood prone 1 ily,
raising tea rsthat climbing waters
threatened the walls holding
lliem bat k
\flei more than 11 inches nl
rain fell on parts ol New 1 Irleans
by laic afternoon, May01 H;i\
Nagin shut 1 it) Hall early, and

schools also closed. People were
asked 10 stay indoors until the
flood potential subsided. More
1,1111 was expected overnight.
I he Nancy 1 anal in Jefferson
Parish was one ol several in the
,\nw placed iniilci new safety
guidelines
after
Hurricane
Katrina's flood waters breached
iwo New Oilcans canals in
Utgust 2005. causing catastroph11 flooding
I he corps has worked to
strengthen the canal, about five

miles from downtown, bin engi
neers worried thai water being
driven into it might lead to flooding I be area around the canal
includes homes A\H\ businesses.
I ngineers want to be sundial we ilnn 1 pin pressure" on
die flood walls, -aid \mandti
lones. a corps spokeswoman.
Water accumulated quickly
in some nldei neighborhoods,
a reminder of the 1 in - vulnerability 10 storms and reliance on
a complicated system ol pump-

and canals foi drainage.
Water nearly got into the
Prytania Cheater in the Uptown
neighborhood, a cultural icon
and favorite refuge lor Ignatius
I. Reilly, the antihero in Mm
Kennedy
Ibole's
novel
"\
( Onfedcracy nl Dunces," said
I lie H.mislead, the theater's
manager,
Despite the Hooding potential, the rain also offered reliel
10 pan- oi 1 ouisiana tli.it have
heen ahnin 111.1IK di\

Being single and pregnant
is tough

getting help isn't
1-800-395-HELP
www.knowledge is empowering.com
Foundation
for

tie

Management Inc.

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800
www.meccabg.com

Apartments • Houses • Storage Units
COG OA/ TODAY TO:
View our Listings of photos, map of locations, paperwork
and other info to make your search easier.
Stop by or call office for update on openings.

"Surely, the day will

I he price of college again rose
faster than the inflation rale this
war. climbingli.ti percent at lour
year public schools and outstrip
ping increases in the financial
aid dial lowers whal most stu
dents actually pay.
The latest increases, reported
Monday by the College Hoard.
bring the average list price ol
four-year public universities to
S6.185 this year, up $381 from
2006-2007. At four-year private
colleges, tuition and fees rose6.3
percent to $23,712.
Public
two-year colleges,
which educate about hall ol
Vmerican college students, again
got the best marks lor keeping
a lid mi pruc increases. I heir
average price rose 4.2 percent to
$2,361. Accounting lor aid, theii
average net cosi is only sun per
year,
" For too long, parents have gri

come - soon - when
parents say enough
is enough."
tnaccd and borne the high price
ol college because they presumed
that a highei education is key in
their child's success in today's
economy." said lames Boyle,
president ol Ihc group College
Parents nl America, in a state
inenl mi the report surely, the
d.n will come
--non
when
parents say enough is enough."
I he published pi ice is nut the
real price lor main students,
thanks in financial aid. hut tinnet price is rising too On average, accounting tor grams and
tax breaks, the net price lor full
time students at fout ycai public
universities this ycat is $2,580.

Gluttony, a deadly sin. not worth
addressing in public service ads
ByMik.Stobb.

\i I \\ i A
Drunks swimming
in gin, smokers in bod) bagsand
dopers living with theii parents
dei-p into adulthood I hose are
among the public sen ice ads
shown in the past.
Hut the governments new
batch nl obesity spots declines
even to show a fal person, let
alone wag a linger lor glutton)
01 sloth.
No one is advocating public
service announcements thai
ridicule fal people; experts say
such spots would do more harm
than good, but critics complain
thai the three new spots premiering t bis month are a «impy
attack on the costly and deadly
explosion of obesit) in America.
"It's so namby-pamby I think
people will shrug it oil. said
Michael lacobson of the Centei
for Science in the Public Interest,

CARLOS osomo

DEATH FOOD:
• ■

a Washington-based advocac)
organization.
The three new spots ate the
latest in a seiies created by
the Ad ( ouncil and the U.S.
Department of Health and
Human Services, which try to
tackle the nation's obesit) problem with ads that encourage
healthy snai kingand taking the
stairs.

HflUSING

2007
Where else can you get all of your housing
questions answered at one time!
TUESDAY, NOV. 6
Bowen-Thompson Student Union
Grand Ballroom 10:30-2:30

2008/2009 Listings Now Available!
Will start renting for 2008/2009 in November

www.meccabg. com

■ v

Check the BG News out everyday
to see why fellow students are talking
about the upcoming Housing Fair

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
offcampus@bgsu edu
www.bgsu.edu/offices/sa/offcampus.
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No peace in the Middle East
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Third bin Laden tape of the
year displays his growing
dissatisfation with followers

_
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The Associated Press

BAGHDAD - The U.S.
military said its forces
killed an estimated 49 mill
tants during a dawn raid to
capture an Iranian-linked
militia chief in Baghdad's
Sadr City enclave, one ol
the highest tolls for a single
operation since President
Bush declared an end to
active combat In 2003,
Iraqi police and hospital
officials, who often overstate
casualties, reported only
15 deaths including three
children. Iraqi government
spokesman \h ,il Dabbagh
said all the dead were
civilians,
Al-Dabbagh said on ( w
that Prime Minister Nouri
al Maliki. a Shiite, had met
with the U.S. commander in
Iraq. Gen. David PetraetlS,
to protest the action.
Associated Press photos showed the bodies of
two toddlers, one with a
(imigrcl face, swaddled in
blankets on a morgue llooi
I heir shirts were pulled up,
exposing their abdomens,
and a diapei showed above
tin- waistband of one boy's
shoits. Relatives said the
children were killed when

8

1

3

civilians Kinea during
American raid; highest toll
since end to active combat
helicopter gunfire hit their
house as ihej slept.
The Iraqi officials said 52
were wounded in the raid
on the sprawling district.
The U.S. military said it
was not aware of any civilian
casualties, and the discrepancy in the death tolls and
accounts of what happened
could not be reconciled.
I he raid on the dangerous
Shiite slum was aimed at
capturing an alleged rogue
militia chief, one of thousands of lighters who have
broken with Muqtada alSadr's mainstream Mahdi
Army. I lie military did not
sax Ifthe man was captured.
I le was also not named.
The Shiite cleric has
ordered gunmen loyal to
him to put down their arms.
But thousands of followers dissatisfied with being
taken out of the fight have
formed a loose confederation armed and trained by
Iran.
The U.S. operation was
the latest in a series that
have produced significant death mils, including civilians, as American
forces increasingly take
the light to Sunni insurgents. al-Qaida militants
and Shiite militiamen
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SHIITE TERRITORY: The body o( Wisam Khalil. 35. who was killed m a raid in
Baghdad by US troops. ". prepared to be washed for buna! r. Najof

By Sicven R. Hurst
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The Associated Press
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By Kim Gamcl

BAGHDAD — Osama bin
Laden scolded his al-Qaida
followers in Iraq and other
insurgents yesterday, saying they have "been lax" for
failing to overcome fanatical
tribal loyalties and unite in
the fight against U.S. troops.
The message of his new
audiotape reflected the
growing disarray among
Iraq's Sunni Arab insurgents
and bin Iaden's client group
in the country, both of which
are facing heavy U.S. military pressure and an uprising
AP PHOTO
among Sunni tribesmen.
In the brief tape played AL-QAIDA: Tins undated photo shows
on Al-Jazccra television, the Osama bin Laden in Afghanistan.
terrorist leader urged militants to "beware of division... International Studies, said bin
The Muslim world is waiting Iaden's underlying message
for you to gather under one appeared to be aimed at alQaida in Iraq — "that al-Qaida
banner."
He used the word "ta'assub" needs to be iess arrogant and
— "fanaticism" — to chastise moderate its conduct."
Gordesman pointed to alinsurgents for putting their
allegiance to tribe or radical Qaida in Iraq's attempts to
organization above the larger impose Taliban-like Islamicfight to overcome American laws in some areas it con
trolled as well as its killforces.
While the authenticity of ings of rival tribal figures,
the tape could not be verified actions that alienated some
immediately, the voice resem- Sunni Arabs and led them to
join a movement opposing
bled that of bin 1 jden in previous messages. U.S. officials al-Qaida.
To showcase the success
in Washington said analysts
were still studying the tape. of that tribal alliance, the
U.S. military planned what it
Al-Iazeera did not say how it
got (he tape, which was bin called a "unification parade"
in Ramadi, the Anbar provinLaden's third this year.
"My mujahedecn brothcial capital, on [besday,
Maj. Lee Peters, a military
ers in Iraq, you are a people
spokesman for the ana, said
worthy of praise and flattery.
1
You've done well to earn out security would be increased
a glorious duty by fighting the to protect the celebration. It
enemy. But some of you have was to include at least 200
Sunni sheiks and hundreds
lagged behind in carrying out
another glorious duty, which of other dignitaries to comis to unite as one — as God memorate Sheik Abdul-Saitar
Abu Hisha, the founder of
wants," bin laden said.
the anti-al-Qaida group who
Anthony Gordesman, a tcrroranalystlortheWashington- was assassinated bv a bomb
Sept. 13.
bascd Center for Strategic and
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PRIZESUDOKU
China president Hu thanks
people after reinstatement
By Charles Hutilcr
■

■

BEIJING — In his characteristicallj low-key fashion, President
I lu lintao has put Ins stamp on
China's direction, sidelined key
rivals, taken over as head of the
military ami emerged as pre
eminent leader alter months "I
infighting.
In an address yesterday alter
being re-anointed as Communist
Part) leader Hu struck a typically
humble note, thanking ordinary
Chinese for their confidence
while never mentioning the bruising effort that brought him the

crowning moment.
in the past five years, "Hu was
certainly first among equals Now
there are no such cleai equals,
said t heng Li, a watcher ol elite
( lunese politics at Washington's
Brookings Institution. "Hu lintao
isdoingverj well."
Hu's victorj was far from unconditional. With the towering figures
of the communist revolution long
gone, no ( hinese leader commands respect across the party
government, military and society
at large to rule single handed!)
Hat her the party's top tanks must
manage collectively, fashioning
consensus and coalitions.
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Providing
Comprehensive
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Services

Including
•Evaluations -Dill Programs
•Chemical Dependency Programs
Convenient locations in
Perrysburg and Bowling Green

419-352-5387 • 419-872-2419

Off-Campus Students
Pick Yours Up Today!

BGSU ATHLETIC BAND AUDITIONS!
Auditions will be Sunday. October 28
Wednesday. October 24
Students selected to perform with the Athletic Elands will receive a small stipend
for their participation m the 2007 - 2008 season as well as one course credit in
the spring semester.
Rehearsals are
Thurs . Nov 8
9 00 11 00 PM
Sun. Nov II
6 30-9 00 PM
Mon Nov 19
800- I030PM
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WINTHROP & SUMMIT TERRACE
^^HKTENITIES

Preferred
Properties Co.

Apartment Size

• Haven House Manor
• Fox Run Apts.

• Piedmont "Newly Renovation"
• Updated Birehwood
• small pets allowed

•m

1

Mini Mall Apts.(downtown)
■ Triplex

■ Houses

see our website or
call lor more detai

NOW
Renting

UUT

umuiii
unsi
SPACIOUS
BEDROOMS

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Frl: 8:00-5:00
530 S. Maple St.

419-352-9378

PROPERTY A

PROPERTY 8

PROPERTY C

2 Bed /1 Bath

4 bed/2 bath

4 bed/4 bath

3 bed/15 bath

S ol Roomates

2

4

4

3

Rent

$570($285 each)

$1196 ($299 each^

$1292 ($323 each)

$900 ($300 each)
$114

Gas

$0

$44

all electric

Electric

$20

$72

$140

$97

Water

$0

$0

$120

Included w/Electnc

www.preterredpropertiesco com

MAKE YOUR HOME AT:

Winthrop I Summit Terrace

hash

$0

$0

$0

$0

Basic Cable

$44

$44

$0

$44

Internet

$0

$0

$0

$48

Parking

No Monthly Charge

No Monthly Chaige

$15 per month each

No Monthly Charge

Pool

Yes (2 Pools)

Yes

No

No

Private Shuttle

Yes

Yes

No

No

Total Costs Per Month

$634($317 each)

$1352 ($339 each)

$1642 ($403 each)

$1203 ($401 each)

Security Deposit

$200 ($100 each)

$600 ($150 each)

$1292 ($323 each)

$500 ($167 each)

1

'Note All utilities are based on a market survey and are on a I? month avetage Due to weather, bills may be higher m some months

Fewer Roommates, More Privacy, Better Price!
Winthrop & Summit Terrace Apts • Office: 400 E Napoleon Rd • 419 352.9135
Sunday Hours: 12 - 3 • www.winthropterrace.com • email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com
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SIDELINES
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK I WILLIE GETER

A day for the books
TOUCH-BY-TOUCH ACCOUNT

HOCKEY
Falcons host Notre
Dame tonight in
home opener
The BG hockey team will host

: Willie Geter's performance against
Kent State, broken down into every
touch he had in the game.
Rush

■ Catch

the No. 12 Fighting Irish at
the BG Ice Arena at 7 p.m.
See tomorrow's BG News for
the recap and results.

FOOTBALL
Bob Packard dies
at age 64 of a heart
attack
The man who coached Jim
Tressel at Baldwin-Wallace
and played under his father.
Lee Tressel died yesterday.
Page 9

ONLINE
Check out The BG
News Sports Blog
For more information on the
Falcon sports you love, see
our blog, brought to you by
the reporters who cover all
the BG athletic teams.

JOeDANFlOWER I THEBGNEWi

http://bgnewssports.
blogspot.com

HEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:

Geter's big day at Kent State earns him

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1996-NY. Yankees set
' a major league record by
icoming back from a 6-0
" deficit in a World Series game
to beat Atlanta Braves 8-6.
It was also a record seventh
straiaht road win.

The List
After the Indians' monumental
collapse. The BG News brings
you the bottom five Cleveland

Historical signif icanca: Se£nthbest rushing performa|
Firsts: 100-yard

By Colin Wilion
Sports Editor

Willie Geter
Ran for 203 yards
and had 51 yards

Willie Geter burst into BG football's all-time record book and,
more importantly, the Kent State
secondary Saturday when he
carried the ball 22 times for 203
yards and a touchdown. The total
yardage is seventh-best in school
history.
Yesterday Geter was named the
MAC East Offensive Player of the
Week. The guy on the other side of
ihe field Saturday, Kent's Eugene
larvis, came into the game as the
nation's second-best rusher. He
ended the game closer to No. 1
with 168 yards. But Geter's 254
all-purpose yards were what people were talking about.
Geter had been a quiet contributor to the offense up until
Saturday. He had 16 carries for
87 yards on the season. His main

receiving Saturday
against Kent State.

at Austin Peay Classic;
All Day

Rushing yards: 203
Receiving yards: 51

MAC East Player of the Week award

vs. Notre Dame: 7 p.m.
Men's Golf:

GETER'S BIG DAY

ft
role was pass-catching with 28
receptions for 198 yards.
Geter's performance came at
a pretty good time for BG. The
offense was starting to sputter
due to a one-dimensional attack.
Quarterback Tyler Sheehan,
one of Geter's good friends on
the team, was struggling to pick
apart defenses the way he was
able to in the first four games.
Geter's great rushing day took
pressure off Sheehan who he jokingly nicknamed "Golden Boy."
"I was playing with him like,
"Golden Boy, you feeling down?'"
Geter said, laughing. "It felt really
good Ito open up the rushing

game] because Tyler is my dude.
"All the weight wasn't on his
shoulders, you need a break
sometimes," he added.
Sheehan went 14-of-25 for 184
yards and two touchdowns.
When Geter was attending
Monsignor Pace High School in
Miami, Fla., BG running backs
coach lohn Hunter got a chance
to see him in person because the
Falcons were in Miami for a game
against Florida International. He
left the game with the goal of
getting Geter to sign with the
Falcons.
"He was like, 'We've got to take
this kid, I know he's small but
we've got to take him," Brandon
said. "He's dynamic."
Geter was recruited by South
Florida, Rutgers and Akron before

ishing day. rushing

touchdown, 20
Honored

ALL ABOUT WILLIE
Hometovmt ^ am, Ma.
Year:

:

-shman

High School Mc »igi
Number: 23
Height: 5'8~
Weight: 170
Accomplishment* before BG: All-Da* County
selectiorfln his junior and senior seasons. WVf. state
champicfiship his fresh^Si season(JD03). Scored 18
touchdowns and was teH captain Is senior
seasorJ^^BV
Rushed 38
Ruihlm*¥lro»: 290
Reception
• ptions:
Receivingl^Be:
:>iving«r*b: 2«9

See GETER .Page 9

sports tragedies.
1. The fumble: Ernest
Byner has a chance to take the

Mitchell denies dropping bomb

lead and - drops the ball at
, the two-yard line.

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

'2. The Shot: Michael
I Jordan, just a young lad at the
I time, hits a near-impossible
I fallaway jumper to beat the
t

Cavs in the first round.

t3. The Drive: John
; Elway goes 92 yards to force
{overtime. Then - you know.

4. The Choke: Up 3-1 in

JORDAN FLOWER I THE 8G NEWS

the ALCS on the Red Sox. the

HARD RETURN: Christine Chiiicosta returns a serve in a match earlier this season. The fresh-

Tribe choked like a dog on a

man had to bow out of the ITA Championships after suffering a groin injury in her first-round win.

CLEVELAND - Baseball investigator George Mitchell, also
a director for the AL champion
Boston Red Sox. denied yesterday
providing information for a story
that Cleveland Indians pitcher
Paul Byrd used human growth
hormone.
Before Game 7 on Sunday, Byrd
acknowledged usingHGHafterthe
San Francisco Chronicle reported

Paul Byrd
Spent nearly
$25,000 on HGH
between 2002 and
2005.

he spent nearly $25,000 on the
drug and syringes from 2002-05
— before HGH was banned by
Major League Baseball
The Indians lost 12-2 to the Red
Scot who broke open a 5-2 game
with six runs in the eighth inning

and advanced to theWtorld Series
for the second time in four years.
Boston will host Game 1 against
the Colorado Rockies tomoirow
night
Mitchell said his office was contacted by people accusing him
of leaking information on Byrd
to the media. The former Senate
Majority Leader released a statement from his New York office
See BYRD | Page 9

chicken bone and lost 4-3.

5. Red right 88: The

Tennis team rounds out fall

Johnson not happy with
label of selfish player

Browns don't kick a field goal
down 14-12 and throw an
interception, losing the game

season in seperate matches
By Nate Parsoni
Reporter

The BG women's tennis team concluded its fell season this past weekend as selected members traveled
to Ann Arbor, Midi., to participate
in the Wilson/ITA Midwest Regional
Championships, while the remaining members traveled to Muncie,
Ind, to compete in the Ball State Fall
Invitational.
Kelsey Jakupcin and Christine
Chiricosta split their singles

matches on Thursday at the ITA
Championships hosted by the
University of Michigan. Both players
lost in the second round after winning their opening-round matches.
Jakupcin beat Marquette's
Christina Ruiz with a come-frombehind victory. She won the second
and child sets on tiebreakers, 7-6 (3),
7-6 (4), respectively, after losing the
first set, 4-6. Illinois' Kristina Minor

By Joe Key
The Associated Press

OURUCnEDEL I AP PHOTO
UNHAPPY: Cincinnati Bengals wide
receiver Chad lohnson pauses on the field

See TENNIS | Page 9

while a call is disputed during the fourth
quarter of a football game.

CINCINNATI — Chad Johnson
didn't stop to talk in the locker
room after team meetings yesterday, slipping out a side door.
He didn't pause while walking through a cold rain in the
Paul Brown Stadium parking lot
reporters matching his stride.
When he reached his car, he
stopped to clear his mind before
hitting the road

He's not happy about being
labeled a selfish player. He's
stunned at how his image has
changed from fun-loving to selfpromoting. He wouldn't be surprised If the Cincinnati Bengals
eventually consider trading him
because of his antics.
AD that aside, he's not going to
change
"I am completely out of the
See JOHNSON | Page 9
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The duo lost to Wisconsin's
Mimova and Nusslock in firstround play, 8-5,
"It was a really good match."
lakupcin said. "We went out on a
high to end the fall season. We are
really happy with how we played
together and it was just a really fun
weekend."
Playing teams from the Big
Ten and other major conferences will help prepare the team
for Mid-American Conference
play because every single match
in conference play is tough,
lakupcin said.
With lakupcin, Chiricosta
and Nussbaum all competing in
Ann Arbor, Mich., the remaining members were roughly 230
miles away participating in the
three-day, three-team Hall State
Fall Invitational. BG faced Ball
State and Western Michigan at
the event.
For the weekend, the Falcons
posted an overall record of 1012, going 7-8 in singles and 3-4
in doubles play.
The BG doubles teams were
in action Friday night and
posted a 2-1 record.

From Page 8
would eventually beat lakupcin in
the second-round.
"1 didn't give up or anything"
lakupcin said regarding her comefrom-behind victory. "I just really
worked hard and it's probably the
best match I've played in college
so far."
Chiricosta
defeated
UWMilwaukee's Kelly Drvaric in
straight sets, 6-1.6-3, before having to retire in the second-round
because of a pulled groin muscle.
"I give [Christine] a ton of credit
because the [pulled groin musclel
happened at the beginning of her
first match,'' Coach Penny Dean
said. "She was gutsy, finished the
match and beat [Ruiz]"
"It was disappointing because
I think IChristine] would've
done well and it would've been
a good finish to the fall season,"
Dean said.
lakupcin. along with doubles
partner Jenna Nussbaum, competed in the main draw of the 1TA
Championships on l;riday.

JORDAN FIOWIB

The duo of sophomore Sam
Kintzel and WMU's Yuka
Kobayashi
defeated
BSU's
Butter and Surowiec, 8-6.
while the duo of junior Stefanie
Menoff and sophomore Kalia
Babina defeated BSU's Pollack
and I lull, 8-4.
kintzel and Babina competed in singles flight A action on
Saturday.
Babina laced two BSD oppo-

From I
norm," fohnson said, standing
beneath an overhang in the rainslicked parking lot. "I'm the only
person that plays and talks and
dexs the things he din's, but at the
same time. I'm very, very productive at what l do. Because I'm out
of the noun, I guess I'm an easy
target for it.
"I cannot perform at a high level
and not be Chad. It's impossible. I
cannot and will not change."
lohnson liad his relatively quiet
game Sunday, catching three passes
for 102 yards during a 38-31 victory
ovei the New "lork lets. I le had one
catch for 56 yards on the Bengals'
second series, then was blanketed
by at least two defensive kicks on
every play for the rest of the game.
lohnson and
receiver
I.I.
1 loushmandzadch spent much of
the game acting as decoys in the
lets' close coverage. I lie Bengals
(2-41 took advantage by running

'

GETTING LOOSE: Cleveland Indians pitcher Paul Byrd watches batting practice before
Game 3 of the Amefican League Championship baseball series against the Boston Red Sox.

I )ecember.

BYRD

Byrd admitted to injecting
I Kill in the past, but says he has
only done so under a doctor's
supervision. According to the
paper, the 36-year-old. who won
two games in the postseason,
bought UGH from an anti-aging
clinic in Florida currently under
federal investigation for illegally
selling performance-enhancing

From Page 8
office to "correct that mistaken
impression."
"Neither I nor any member of
my investigative staff had anything whatsoever to do with the
publication of the allegations
about Mr. Hyrd." the statement
said. "We had no prior knowledge
of those allegations, and we first
learned of them, along with the
rest of the public, through news
accounts.
"Any information obtained
in my investigation will not be
made public until the report is
released in the near future."
Mitchell has spent approximately one year investigating
the use of performance-enhancing drugs like I Kill in baseball
and is expected to issue a report
on his findings in November or

IHEKNEWS

INTENSE: Libby Harrison strikes the ball dining a match earlier this season The Fakons
|usl finished the fall portion of their season

JOHNSON

PAUISANCYA
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drugs.

the bad 41 tbnesfbf 177 yards and

During a news conference
outside Cleveland's clubhouse
two hours before Game 7, Byrd
said he has a pituitary tumor
but would not confirm when he
began using IIGII or if he is still
taking it.
Baseball banned the perfor
mance-enhancing dnig in 2(105.
but does not test for i(.
Byrd claims he has been
working with major league
baseball, a fact he said "shows
I haven't tried to do anything
behind anybody's back."

throwing it only 21 limes.
'Vsterday was just a da) ol
patience for both TJ. and I."
lohnson said. "It was a great test
of our patience, and it shows our
unsellislincss."
Since lohnson sniped at quarterback Carson Palmer ovei an
interception during a 34-13 loss to
New I ngland — and coach Marvin
Lewis ripped his players afterward
for being selfish — the I'm Bowl

nents including a 6-1, 6-2,
victory in her second match.
Kintzel lost two matches to
WMII opponents.
Senior Andrea Voile, junior
libby Harrison and Menoff
split their matches in singles
flight B action. Menoff lost a
heartbreaking first match. 7-5, 75, to WMII'S Dudzik before win
ning her second match 6-1, 6-0.
All three players defeated oppo-

nents from BSD.
The Falcons' doubles teams
went uinless on Saturday, going
n-:i.
BG concluded the tournament
i in Sunday, winning three singles
matches and one doubles match.
Voile lost only one game in
her (it), 6-1, victory over BSU's
Surowiec. Kintzel and Menoff
also won their matches over
BSD foes.
The doubles team of Voile
and Harrison shutout KM Is
Thomson and Hist. 11-0, for the
lone doubles win.
"|Our team's play] was up
and-down and it was windy,
but at least we got in a lot of
Competition," Coach Dean said

IH KGNEWS

Kenl defender Saturday Geter gained 20?
yards on the ground in the game.

regarding the tournament.
BG still needs 10 work on a
few things before conference
play begins in lanuary.
"Consistency
of
performance, mental preparation and
patience are all areas we need
to work on." Dean said.
The Falcons will enjoy an

off-season of conditioning and
weight liftingbeforetheirspring
season begins in lanuary.

Coach dies at age 64
of heart attack
Bob Packard coached at BaldwinWallace under Tressel's father
III HI A. Ohio (Al») — Bob
Packard, the football coach at
Baldwin-Wallace whocoached
current Ohio Slate roach llm
Tressel, has died, the school
said yesterday.
Packard died Saturday of a
heart attack, the school said.
I le was 64.
A 1965 graduate of BaldwinWallace, he played for and
was an assistant coach under
College Football HaJlofFamer
Lee [Vessel before taking over
for Tressel as his hand-picked
sin lessor in 1HK1.
Vmongtheplayershe helped
coach ua~ Tressel's sun. lim.
who played quarterback at
Bakhvin-Wallace before going
on to win four l-AA national
titles at VbungStOWn State and
the 2(xi2 Bowl Championship
Series national championship

lODDANROWER

ELUSIVE: Willie Gclor motors around a

at Ohio State. Tressel is in his
seventh year as the head coach
at l Ihio State, which is ranked
No. I.
As a head coach. Packard
compiled a 156-54-2 mark with
a .741 winning percentage In :(7
years as a player, assistant coach
and head coach, Kickard helped
B-W win 258 names,5M percent
of all the schools victories in
football. He retired in 2001.
"lie touched main, many
lives in his illustrious coaching career and will be dearly
missed," Hesse! said in a statement "The Tressel family.
specifically, lost a much loved
Mend who had an important
impact on our lives."'
Packard is survived by his
wife. Ann Marie, ul hYrca. and
daughters Jennifer of Atlanta,
and Beth, of Toronto.

GETER
From Page 8
before taking lid's offer. Akron
was the only other school to offer
him. After he came to BO on his
visit, he was ready to make his
decision.
"They told me they were building the program," Oeter said.
"Where I come from [her) say
whatever school is building,
that means they're trying to get

better.™
Geter'S work ethic put him at

tne top spot on the depth chart for
the season opener at Minnesota.
I hey told me that if I worked
hard enough in the offseason
then I'd have a chance to play,"
he said.
No one really needs to tell Geter
to work hard though. The 5-foot8-inch, 170-pound tailback can
bench-press 225 pounds more
than 12 times, Brandon said.
lie's been one of my favorite
guys since I've been here." said
quarterback lyler Sheehan. "He
works his butt off and does whatever the coaches ask him to do.
"He does some things with the
ball that I've never seen people

do with it"
One of Oder's best qualities as
a running bark is that he doesn't
try In model one specific style.
He makes people miss, breaks
tackles and just plain Hies past
defenders.
"I try to critique myself really
hard and put a couple extra little
moves in," Getei said. "I try to use
power sometimes, agility sometimes, a little of everything."
His favorite running back is a
guy who also docs a little ofeverything, Ladainian Tomlinson.

receiver has become the focal point
for the Bengals' poor Start

+
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The BG News has 3 spring openings for a qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

FALCONS vs. NOTRE DANE

TONIEHT- 7:05pm
BGSU ICE ARENA

Don't miss out, as the Falcon icers host the #8-ranked
Fighting Irish in their 2007-08 CCHA Home Opener.

• Interested in advertising
or sales career

87MBS1I TICKET I BGSUFALC0NS.COM

Apply In person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

f"
hm
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SIDELINES
ATHLETE OF THE WEEK I WILLIE GETER

A day for the books
TOUCH-BY-TOUCH ACCOUNT
HOCKEY
Falcons host Notre
Dame tonight in
home opener
The BG hockey team will host

/illie Geter's performance aga
Kent State, broken down into every
touch he had in the game.
Rush

■ Catch

the No. 12 Fighting Irish at
the BG Ice Arena at 7 p.m.
■See tomorrow's BG News for
the recap and results

FOOTBALL
Bob Packard dies
at age 64 of a heart
attack
The man who coached Jim
Tressel at Baldwin-Wallace
and played under his father,
Lee Tressel died yesterday.
Page 9

ONLINE
Check out The BG
News Sports Blog
For more information on the
Falcon sports you love, see
our blog, brought to you by
the reporters who cover all
the BG athletic teams.

JOKDMIflOWW I IHEBGNSffi

http://bgnewssports.
blo9sp0t.com

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Hockey:

Geter's big day at Kent State earns him
MAC East Player of the Week award

vs. Notre Dame; 7 p.m.
Men's Golf:

By Colin Wilson
Sports Editor

at Austin Peay Classic;

All Day

OUR CALL
Today in Sports
History
1996 -NY Yankees set
a major league record by
icoming back from a 6-0
'■ deficit in a World Series game
to beat Atlanta Braves 8-6.
It was also a record seventh
straiaht road win.

The List
After the Indians' monumental
collapse, The BG News brings
you the bottom five Cleveland

Willie Geter burst into BG football's all-time record book and,
more importantly, the Kent State
secondary Saturday when he
carried trie ball 22 times for 203
yards and a touchdown. The total
yardage is seventh-best in school
history.
Yesterday Geter was named the
MAC East Offensive Player of the
Week. The guy on the other side of
the field Saturday, Kent's Eugene
larvis, came into the game as the
nation's second-best rusher. He
ended the game closer to No. 1
with 168 yards. But Geter's 254
all-purpose yards were what people were talking about.
deter had been a quiet contributor to the offense up until
Saturday. He had 16 carries for
87 yards on the season. His main

a

GETER'S BIG DAY
Rushing yards: 203
Receiving yards: 51
Historical significance: Se*nthbest rushing perforrnal
Firsts: 100-yard

Willie Geter
Ran for 203 yards
and had 51 yards
receiving Saturday

game) because Tyler is my dude.
"All the weight wasn't on his
shoulders, you need a break
sometimes," he added.

against Kent State.

Sheehan went 14-of-25 for 184
yards and two touchdowns.

role was pass-catching with 28
receptions for 198 yards.
Geter's performance came at
a pretty good time for BG. The
offense was starting to sputter
due to a one-dimensional attack.
Quarterback Tyler Sheehan,
one of Geter's good friends on
the team, was struggling to pick
apart defenses the way he was
able to in the first four games.
Geter's great rushing day took
pressure off Sheehan who he jokingly nicknamed "Golden Boy."
"I was playing with him like,
"Golden Boy, you feeling down?'"
Geter said, laughing. "It felt really
good Ito open up the rushing

When Geter was attending
Monsignor Pace High School in
Miami, Fla., BG running backs
coach John Hunter got a chance
to see him in person because the
Falcons were in Miami for a game
against Florida International. He
left the game with the goal of
getting Geter to sign with the
Falcons.
"He was like, 'We've got to take
this kid, 1 know he's small but
we've got to take him," Brandon
said. "He's dynamic."
Geter was recruited by South
Florida, Rutgers and Akron before

ishing day. rushing

touchdown. 20 c<

In

Honored

0««ns»* Player of the Week

ALL ABOUT WILLIE
Hometown:
Yaar:

:

n ihman

High Scho.li Mr
Number: 28
Height: 58*
Weight: 170
Accomplishments before BG: All-Dadk
ideCou
County
r seasons leeWstate
Wbr,-,

champiofiship his freshewi season(JX)5) Scored 18
touchdowns and was teawi captain his leniof
seasor/jfcW
Rushes: 38
Rushim^Hpas: 290
Receptions: jj
:eh/ingjflAs: 249
Receivingj^Bs:

See GETER | Page 9

sports tragedies.

1. The fumble: Ernest
Byner has a chance to take the

Mitchell denies dropping bomb

lead and - drops the ball at
, the two-yard line.

By Tom Withers
The Associated Press

' 2. The shot: Michael
I Jordan, just a young lad at the
; time, hits a near-impossible
| fallaway jumper to beat the
t

Cavs in the first round.

; 3. The Drive: John
I FJway goes 92 yards to force
[overtime. Then - you know.

4. The Choke: Up 31 in

JORDAN FIOWK , THE BG NEWS

the ALG on the Red Sox, the

HARD RETURN: Christine Chiricosla returns a serve in a match earlier this season. The fresh-

Tribe choked like a dog on a

man had to bow out of the ITA Championships after suffering a groin injury in her first-round win.

CLEVELAND—Baseball investigator George Mitchell, also
a director for the AL champion
Boston Red Sox. denied yesterday
providing information for a story
that Cleveland Indians pitcher
Paul Byrd used human growth
hormone.
Before Game 7 on Sunday, Byrd
acknowledged usingHGHafterthe
San Francisco Chronicle reported

Paul Byrd
Spent nearly
$25,000 on HGH
between 2002 and
2005.

he spent nearly $25,000 on the
drug and syringes from 2002-05
— before HGH was banned by
Major League Baseball.
The Indians lost 12-2 to the Red
Sax. who broke open a 5-2 game
with six runs in the eighth inning

and advanced to the World Series
for the second time in four years.
Boston will host Game 1 against
the Colorado Rockies tomorrow
night
Mitchell said his office was contacted by people accusing him
of leaking information on Byrd
to the media. The former Senate
Majority Leader released a statement from his New York office
See BYRD | Page 9

chicken bone and lost 4-5

5. Red right 88: The

Tennis team rounds out fall

Johnson not happy with
label of selfish player

Browns don't kick a field goal
down 14-12 and throw an
interception, losing the game.

season in seperate matches
By Nate Parsons
Reporter

The BG women's tennis team concluded its fall season this past weekend as selected members traveled
to Ann Arbor, Mich., to participate
in theWilson/lTA Midwest Regional
Championships, while the remaining members traveled to Muncie,
11 ii I. to compete in the Ball State Fall
Invitational.
Kelsey lakupiin and Christine
Chiricosla split their singles

matches on Thursday at the ITA
Championships hosted by the
University of Michigan. Both players
lost in the second round after winning their opening-round matches.
Jakupcin beat Marquette's
Christina Ruiz with a come-frombehind victory. She won the second
and third sets on tiebreakers, 7-6 (3),
7-6 (4), respectively, after losing the
first set 4-6. Illinois' Kristina Minor

By Joe Key
The Associated Press

CHARLIE RIE0CL : AP PHOTO
UNHAPPY: Cmcimati Bengals wide
receiver Chad Johnson pauses on the field

See TENNIS | Page 9

while a call is disputed during the fourth
quarter of a football game

CINCINNATI - Chad Johnson
didn't stop to talk in the locker
room after team meetings yesterday, slipping out a side door.
He didn't pause while walking through a cold rain In the
Paul Brown Stadium parking lot
reporters matching his stride.
When he reached his car, he
stopped to dear his mind before
hitting the road

He's not happy about being
labeled a selfish player. He's
stunned at how his image has
changed from fun-loving to selfpromoting. He wouldn't be surprised if the Cincinnati Bengals
eventually consider trading him
because of his antics.
All that aside, he's not going to
change.
"I am completely out of the
See JOHNSON | Page 9
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would eventually beat lakupcin in
the second-round.
"I didn't give up or anything,"
lakupcin said regarding her comefrom-behind victory. "I just really
worked hard and it's probably the
best match I've played in college
so far."
Chiricosta
defeated
IJWMilwaukee's Kelly Drvaric in
straight sets, 6-1, ft-3. before having to retire in the second-round
because of a pulled groin muscle.
"1 give [Christinel a ton of credit
because the Ipulled groin musclel
happened at the beginning of her
first match," Coach Penny Dean
said. "She was guts)', finished the
match and beat |Ruiz|"
"It was disappointing because
I think IChristinel would've
done well and it would've been
a good finish to the fall season,"
Dean said.
lakupcin, along with doubles
partner lenna Nussbaum, competed in the main draw of the ITA
Championships on Friday.

The duo lost to Wisconsin's
Mimova and Nusslock in firstround play, 8-5.
"It was a really good match,"
lakupcin said. "We went out on a
high to end the fall season. We are
really happy with how we played
together and it was just a really fun
weekend."
Playing teams from the Big
Ten and other major conferences will help prepare the team
for Mid-American Conference
play because every single match
in conference play is tough,
lakupcin said.
With
lakupcin, Chiricosta
and Nussbaum all competing in
Ann Arbor, Mich., the remaining members were roughly 230
miles away participating in the
three-day, three-team Ball State
Fall Invitational. BC, faced Ball
State and Western Michigan at
the event.
For the weekend, the Falcons
posted an overall record of 1012, go'ng 7-8 in singles and 3-4
in doubles play.
The BG doubles teams were
in action Friday night and
posted a 2-1 record.

nents from BSU.
The Falcons' doubles teams
went winlcss on Saturday, going
0-3.
BCi concluded I he tournament
on Sunday, winning three singles
matches and one doubles match.
Voile lost only one game in
her 6-0. 6-1, victory over BSU's
Surowiec. Kint/el and Menofl
also won their matches over
BSU foes.
The doubles learn of Voile
and Harrison shutout BSU'S

Thomson and Rist, n-o, for the
JOBDumOWIR

The duo of sophomore Sam
Kintzel and WMU's Yuka
KobayasM defeated
BSU's
Butter and Surowiec, 8-6,
while the duo of junior Stefanie
Menoff and sophomore Katia
Babina defeated BSU's Pollack
and Hall. 8-4.
Kintzel and Babina competed in singles flight A action on
Saturday,
Babina faced two HSU oppo-

From Page 8

norm.' lohnscm said, standing

PAULSANCYA

APmoro

December.
liyrd admitted to injecting
I Kill in the past, hut says he has
only done so under a doctor's
supervision. According to the

BYRD

From Page 8

office to "correct that mistaken
impression."
"Neither 1 nor any member, of
my investigative staff had anything whatsoever to do with the
publication of the allegations
about Mr. liyrd." the statement
said. "We had no prior knowledge
of those allegations, and we first
learned of them, along with the
rest of the public, through news
accounts.
"Any information obtained
in my investigation will not be
made public until the report is
released in the near future."
Mitchell has spent approximately one year investigating
the useof performance-enhancing drugs like I Kill in baseball
and is expected to issue a report
on his findings in November or

paper, the 36-year-old, who won
two games in the postseason.
I ii n igl it I It 111 from an anti-aging
clinic in Florida currently under
federal investigation for illegally
selling performance-enhancing
dnigs.
During a news conference
outside Cleveland's clubhouse
two hours before Game 7, Byrd
said he has a pituitary tumor
but would not confirm when he
began using 1 Kill or if he is still
taking it.
Baseball banned the performance-enhancing drug in 2005.
but does not test for it.
Byrd claims he has been
working with major league
baseball, a fact he said "shows
I haven't tried to do anything
behind anybody's back."

IHE6GNEWS

INTENSE: Libby Harrison strikes the ball during a match earlier ihis season The Falcons
jusl finished the (all portion of iheir season

JOHNSON

GETTING LOOSE: Cleveland Indians pitcher Paul Byrd waiches batting practice before
Game 5 of the American League Championship baseball series against the Boston Red Sox

TiiescJay. October 2U007 9

beneath an overhang in the rainslicked parking lot. "I'm the only
person thai plays and talks and
ilex's the things he drx-s but at the
same time I'm very, very productive at what I do. Because I'm out
of the norm, I guess I'm an easy
target for it.
"I cannot perform at a high level
and not lie Chad, Its impossible. I
cannot and will not change."
Johnson had his relatively quiet

game Sunday; catching three passes
for 102 yards during a 38-31 victory
over the New \ork jets. I le had one
catch for Si yards on the Bengals'
second series, then was blanketed
l>y at least two defensive Ixicks on
even, play for the rest of the game.
lohnson and
receiver T.I.
1 loushmandzadeh s|X'in much of
the game acting as decoys in the

lets' dose coverage, the Bengals
(2-4) took advantage by running
the ball 11 times lor 177 yards and
throwing it only 21 times.
"Yesterday was just a day of
patience ioi both T.|. and I,"
Johnson said. "It was a great lest
of our patience, and it show?, our
unselfishness."
Since lohnson sniped ai quarterback Carson Palmer over an
interception during a 34-13 loss to
New Fngland — and coach Marvin
Ix'vvis rip|xil his plavers afterward
for being selfish — the I'm Howl

nents including a 6-1, 6-2,
victory in her second match.
Kintzel lost two matches to
WMU opponents.
Senior Andrea Voile, junior
libby Harrison and Menoff
split their matches in singles
flight B action. Menoff lost a
heartbreaking firsi match, 7-.">. 7
5, to WMU's Dudzik before winning her second match ti-l, 6-0.
All three players defeated oppo-

lone doubles win.
"|Our team's play! was up
and-down and it was windy,
but at least we got in a lot of
competition." Coach Dean said
lit, stiM needs 10 work on a

few things before conference
play begins in lanuaiy.
"Consistency
of
performance, mental preparation and
patience are all areas we need
lo work on." Dean said.
I lie Falcons will enjoy an
off season of conditioning and
weight lifting before their spring
season begins In lanuaiy

Bob Packard coached at BaldwinWallace under Tressel's father

College Football HallofFamer
l.ec Tressel before taking over
for Tressel as his hand-picked
successor in 1981.
\mongt he plavers he helped
coach was Tressel's son. lim.
who played quarterback at
Baldwin-Wallace before going
on to win four l-AA national
titles at Vbungstown State ami
the 2002 Bowl Championship
Seiies national championship

"I H viv

Kent defender Saturday Geler gained 203
yards on the ground in the game

regarding the tournament,

Coach dies at age 64
of heart attack
HI ItIA, Ohio IAP) — Bob
Packard, the football coach at
Baldwin-Wallaccuhninached
current Ohio Slate coach lim
Tressel, has died, the school
said yesterday.
Packard died Saturday of a
heart attack, the school said.
lie was til.
A1965 graduate of BaldwinWallace, he played for and
was an assisiani coach under

JORDAN FLOWER

ELUSIVE: Willie Geler motors around a

81 Ohio Stale. 'Iressel is in his
seventh yeai as the head coach
at Ohio Stale, which is ranked
No. 1.
As a head coach. Packard
compiled a 156-54-2 mark with

a.741 winning percentage. In 37
yearsasa player,assisiani coach
and head coach, Packard helped
B-w win 258 games, 58 percent
of all the schools victories in
football He retired in 21X11.
"He touched many, main
lives in his illustrious coaching career and will be dearly
missed," Iressel said in a statement " Hie [Vessel family.
specifically, lost a much loved
friend who had an important
impact on our lives."
Packard is survived bv his
Wife, Ann Marie, of lierea. and

daughters lennifer of Atlanta,
and Beth, of Toronto.

GETER
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before taking BG'S offer. Akron
was the only other school to offer
him. After he came lo BG on his
visit, be was ready lo make his
decision.
"They told me theywere building the program." Gcter said.
"Where I come from they say
'whatever school is building,
that means they're trying to get
better."
Geter's work ethic put him at
the top spot on the depth chart for
the season opener at Minnesota.
" I hey told me that if I worked
hard enough in the offseason
then I'd have a chance to play,"
he said.
No one really needs to tell Geler
to work hard though. The 5-footH-inch. 170-pound tailback can
bench-press 22."i pounds more
than 12 limes. Brandon said.
"I le's been one of my favorite
guys since I've been here." said
quarterback lylcr Sheehan. "He
winks his bun oil and does whatever the coaches ask him to do.
"I le does some things with the
ball thai I've never seen people

do with it"
t )ne of Geter's best qualities as
a running hack is that he doesn't
iry to model one specific style,
lie makes people miss, breaks
tackles and just plain flies past
defenders.
"I in to critique myself really
hard and put a couple extra little

moves In," Geter said. "I try to use
power sometimes, agility sometimes, a liltle of everything."
His favorite running back is a
guy who also doesa little of everything, l.adainian lomlinson.

receiver has become the focal point
for the Bengals' poor start.
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The BG News has 3 spring openings for a qualified
students to work in part-time selling

Got Sweet Skills?
Benefits of the Job
• Real World Experience
• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPC major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

' 'FALCONS

VS.

NOTRE DANE

TONIGHT- 7:05pm
BGSU ICE ARENA

Don't miss out, as the Falcon icers host the #8-ranked
Fighting Irish in their 2007-08 CCHA Home Opener.

• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

B77-BBSU TICKET I BGSUFALC0NS.COM
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A DRINKING PROBLEM: [ idi of the above substances wtiich contain alcohol and could cause certain kinds o( cancer

1II"

Research connects alcohol to cancer

I -

1I"

ACROSS
By Judy Peres

"On the other hand, alcohol is detrimental

MCI
CHICAGO — You «';ii your veggies, you exercise .n least a lew
times a week, you gave up cigarettes and you nave ;i glass ol red
wine every day. all because you
care about your health.
Bui one ol these things is not
like the ol hers
While your attention lias
been elsewhere, scientists have
amassed persuasive evidence
thai drinking alcohol — any
form of alcohol, even in moder
ate amounts, can pose a serious

threat to your health.
Researchers have known tor
nearly 20 years dial drinking
alcoholic beverages can cause
cancer of the mouth, throat,
esophagus and liver. Bui those
diseases don't get much publicity. This year, the International
Agency for Research on ( ancet
added breasl and colon cancer
— two of the lour major killer
cancers — to the list of malignancies known to he fostered In
alcohol.

MWENDAH
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transformative and innovative.
Another testament to the
desirability of I IS. higher education is the diversity ol International students here at the
University and al many other
universities across the U.S. This
University has students from
all over the world, not only
from developing and middleincome countries, but also
from developed countries.
This is not a recent phenom-

for more than 60 diagnoses."
Juergen Rehm | Head of Public Health and Regulatory Policies
I he risk is "(lose dependent"
meaning the more you drink,
the higher die risk.
According to comprehensive
reviews of the scientific evidence, people who average just
over one drink a day (100 grams
of alcohol in a week's time)
increase their chances ol developing colon cancer by about l"i
percent. For those who consume
about lour drinks daily, the risk
is 1(1 percent higher.
Women who have one to
two drinks a day increase their
breasl cancer risk by 13 percent.
With lour drinks, the risk is 50
pel cent higher. That's twice the
increase in relative risk attributed to Prempro, the hormone pill
tested In the Women's Health
Initiative, the well-known study
that found the risks of hormone
replacement
outweigh
the
benefits.

enon. A lot of students from all
over the world have for long
earned U.S. college degrees at
various levels. Many of these
go hack to I heir home countries
and ascend lo positions of leadership, both in the private and
public sectors.
All this does not necessarily
mean that U.S. higher education is perfect The challenges
and changes thai the forum on
higher education envisaged are
clear and present and need to
be addressed.
I lowever, it would be very
unfortunate for U.S. higher

List month, yet another study
reinforced ihe fact that even
it glass or two of wine a day
increases breast cancer risk. Yes,
even red wine.
Drinking small amounts of
alcohol — a shot of hard liquor
or it glass of beer or wine — on a
consistent daily basis does have
a lew proven health benefits.
Specifically, it reduces the
risk ol heart attacks and strokes
caused by blocked arteries by
10 to IS percent. That's probably because alcohol increases
good cholesterol and prevents
blood platelets from clumping
together.
"On Ihe oilier hand, alcohol
is detrimental for more than i>()
diagnoses," said lucrgen Uebm,
head of public health and regulatory policies at the Ontario
Center for Addiction and Mental

Health,
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Positive factor
Deli orders
False witnesses
Blow off steam
Gator's cousin
Bert's Muppel pal
Luigi's bye-bye
India's continent
Bullwmkle, e.g.
Bil of a miracle
Say cheese!
Golf flagpole
Trauma centers, for short
-o'-shanler
'60s hairdo
Pal daintily
Black cuckoos
Geologic period
Abhorrences
Who would have guessed?
Knocked senseless
Hydrogen's number
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163 South Main' Binvliny Onejl
Phone 419-151-2277

From Page 4
we need some entertainment
alter all.
Hut here's the gimmick:
Starting a few weeks before the
election, assign the candidates al
random one evening where they
gc i on fox or CNN or whoever
else wants to play along, and give
them a hall an hour or more for
one question: What would you
do as President of the United
States of America?
OK, so I do not actually think
we should ban campaigns —
however tempting the thought
may be — and I will concede
thill debates have very real
academic value. The third statement however, stands.
I lere's the deal: If we are going
to elevate an individual to argu-

ANSWERS
a 3
3 S

i n

Send responses to this column
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Line the Walks at

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments

839 fourth Si

id Am

anagement
MmiM's U.iil.iUi.

From Only $490!

close lo campus

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The R(i News will not knnvvin^K
accept ailviTlisenu'iiis thai tliMTini
male, or I'lHouragr disin initiation
u-MihM am individual ui group on
ihe hasis ol tact', sex. color, creed.
religion, national origin, sexual orii-ntaliiin, disabling MMUl tl a id
cian. oi on |hfl basis ol an> nthri
legal!) protected BUMS

2 female sublsrs in Copper Beech
lor Spring Semester Please contact
Ialc0n333@yahoo com

Campus Events
HMS launches Students Helping
Students' 10/24/07. 9-10 PM Rm BA
106-lree popcorn djburns@bgsu edu
MSA PRESENTS: ISLAMIC MOVIE
"Muhammad: The Legacy of a
Prophet". Thursday, 10/25-6:O0pm
Union Theatre

Travel
"#1 Spring Break Website! U7
night trips lo BahamaPartyCruise.
PanamaCity. Acapulco. Cancun and
more Low prices guaranteed Group
discounts for 8+. Book 20 people,
get 3 free trips! Campus reps
in--I. I
www.StudentCity.com oi
800-2931445.

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Call 419-352-9392
tir www.froboserentals.com
for current listing

VARUTT MUM'

N

< all to make an appointment today!
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Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 lit,
352-4.180

t

419-353-7715 ti*

midam(" vcri70n.net
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129 S. Main St.
Tel: 419.353.7200
Fax: 419.354.7206

Personals

Help Wanted

CAMPUS POLLYEYES
Home ol ihe Famous
Stuffed Stick

Now hiring servers & cooks. Apply in
person 7am - 3pm. Tues. - Fn.
1021 S Mam St BG

352-9638

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to S3007day No
exp necessary Training provided
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174
Are your attributes HONESTY? DETAILS? ENERGETIC? DEPENDABLE? Locally owned Might Mouse
Maid cleaning business seeking remales lor pt. lime work $7 per hour
Availability btwn. 8am-noon. Mon.
thru Fri Call Cathleen 419-308-1595
Classroom Aide II Bowling Green
Center. WSOS Community Action
Commission, a community based organization focused on the human
service needs of the dtsadvantaged.
is seeking qualified individuals to assist teachers with the daily operations ot Early Childhood programs in
compliance with all policies, procedures, licensing and funding requirements. Required high school diploma
or GED, up to one year experience
in early childhood development; up
to one year experience in word processing and internet software Year
round, full-time and part- time, avg.
20 hrs/wk. $7.65/hr. Send resume by
November 2, 2007 to WSOS CAC.
Attn: HR-CAII/BG/CT PO Box 590.
Fremont, OH 43420. Affirmative Action Employer-M/F/Vet/Disab
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed on
them www AdCarClub com

IvpwL <$>
IV? Blocks From Campus

Yoko Japanese Restaurant now hiring servers & hostesses at fine
Japanese restaurant Flex hrs only
15 mm. Irom BG Apply in person
419-893-2290 465 W Dussel Or
Maumee OH

For Rent
" Avail now Rooms S225 mo 4
bdrm. Iree inlernel caityrentals com
Call 419-353-0325
08-09 school year listings avail
Also Jan 08 units avail.
See CartyRenlals com
$5 WEB/call 419-353-0325
3 bdrm. house & apt on Manville
next to water tower
419-352-5239
A WONDERFUL house lo share,
on campus! LOTS of room. Nonsmoker. Pels A young children
most welcome. Fenced yard, garage, washer, dryer, 2 living
rooms, spacious kitchen, quiet,
convenient location, membership
to health club Included) Come see
it, you won't be disappointed.
352-9999.
Available Second Semester
2 or 1 bdrm at 800 Third St
Call 419-354-9740
Downtown apt. 2 bdrms w/ balcony.
Available immediately S550 • util.
Call 419-494-4677
Furn. room. TV, freedom ol house,
W/D, clean S quiet $300 mo. $100
dep No other bills 419-354-6117,
Larry.
Very nice house, legal tor 7. Avail.
Aug. 08. 1/2 blk. from Founders.
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442.

Did You Know.
The elephant is the
only mammal that
can't jump.

Studios &
1 Bedrooms:
Studios: horn $309
I Bedrooms: Irom $435

These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSE RENTALS

C/A, PMII
On Sits Laundry
Pttviu EMrMct/PaUo
Short term Ltisst Aval
418-382-7W1

u

GREENBRIAR, INC. FALL '08 LISTINGS NOW AVAILABLE
352-0717
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MEXICAN GRILL

'08 - '09 May/Aug.
Leases Now Available

• Pet friendly!
• Heat Included!
• Patio & Private Entry!
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We have Mona Vie distributors making $10,000 per week Interested in
learning more? Visit our website at
www mymonavie com/moremoney or
meet with us at Days Inn, 1550 E
Wooster at 7pm, Thurs Oct 25.2007

Mill \MI Manor
Ml I In his ■
702 Third Si

s|v
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Bowling Green

Send responses to this column
to thenewsG bgnews.com.
ably Ihe most imwerful office in
the world, I want to know- what
he or she will do with it. While I
appreciate whether my president
can "feel Imyl pain" as former
President Clinton might say, or
whether he or she is a "God-fearing man with a good heart and
a spine of tempered steel" (as
Zell Miller said al the Republican
National Convention 2004 about
President Bush), neither of those
statements have any value if the
individual in question lacks the
intelligence and vision to back
up those claims.
I lerein lies the tragedy. We are
so concerned wiih the Questions
thai we have no answer for the
most important question of all.

sH.

3 S S V

419.353.7200

education to be looked at
gloomily at this point in time.
The same education has
turbo-charged globalization
and many oilier developments
across the world and is bound
lo for a long time to come.
Many countries look up to
(he U.S. as a trailblazer and u
standard in many fields. Higher
education is one of these and
so far. the U.S. has done the
world proud.
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ardens

730 Scon llamillon

Land ol shamrocks
Good buddy
Drug agent
Aclor Beatty
Election winners
Donnybrook
Outmoded
Hardly!
Jalopy
Diva's moment
King David's predecessor
Fall bloom
Edges
Option word
Appears
Podiatrist's concern
Snow racer

Audit taker
Peruvian natives
Scandinavian
Hawaii or Alaska
Ship tie-up spot
Nincompoops
Account entry
Toledo's lake
Soil sweetener
Right on the map
Wear and tear
Spearheaded

FREE Chips & Salsa

Now Leasing for
Second Semester!

Charleston n Apt*
710 Scott llamillon
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35
38
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40
42
43

Letters lor pipes
Hilogitt
Full agreement
Seat at Ihe bar
Glitter's ploy
Heavenly bear
One way lo cook eggs
Resell tickets
Citrus drink
Age after Bronze
Battery terminal
Stair piece
Crystal gazers
Kind ol horse or cow
Grass _ (divorced
man)
Follow menacingly
Frenzy
Cattle holding area
Gangster's gun
Burger topping
Ten-speed
Red (lag command
Computer operation
Fundamental values
Stockholm man
Apprentices
Genetic stuff
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445 E. Wooster, Bowling Green, OH 43412
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www.greenbriarrenlals.com

LEASING BEGINS OCT. 24'"

